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CHA.PTSH. 1 
JESUIT HIGH :JCHOOL EDUCATION a 
TUE QUES'rION OF EFFEC'rIVENESS 
The Society of Jesus is oont"ronted today with serious and pressing 
questions about the future of its work in secondary education. As the 
Order's most recent general congress concluded: "There are some members 
of the Society of Jesus, who think that our educational institutions in 
certain parts of the world have bec(ID.9 practicallJr useless and should 
therefore be given up. 1il This feeling of dissatisfaction is being felt 
particularly by Jesuits in the United States, faced as they are with 
extensive commitments to fifty secondary schools throughout the country, 
increasing demands for involvement in newer and less institutionalized 
apostolic activities, and steadily decreasing manpower resources. 
Unfortunately, however serious and honest these questions are, 
the Society is also faced with a noticeable lack of empirical information 
which might provide the basis for informed criticism or for constructive 
proposals for change. Certaill.y Jesuits have definite ideas about what 
they ought to be accomplishing in their high schools. Over the years 
they have developed an elaborate rationale to support their increasing 
1:!2Do21aum2!!!!e!!!nS:tsuo!lf:.J:the9!_]Thir~J::t~~~e:!·FirJ:!:!s~t~Ge!;•nwe~1ra.:!tl~C~ogD.wa!,1ti~ogn (Woodstock, 
Maryland.a Woodstock College Press, 1967), P• 90. 
1 
2 
commitment to secondary education.2 But either because of a fear to 
break away' .from traditional styles of apostolate or because of a skepticiSDl 
regarding sociological investigation, inquiry into the actual effect of 
Jesuit education on the values and attitudes of its students has not taken 
place on a scale C011111ensurate with the esteem and reputation Jesuit b1gh. 
schools have enjoyed. 
The deficiency or data, of course, is not a particula.rly Jesuit 
problem.3 Sociological studies in the field of public and parochial 
education general.ly have labored under severe :methodological difficulties. 
For despite the important position of formal education in the United 
4 States today, the size am influence of the American Catholic school 
system, the increasing allocation of federal and state monies to 
education,5 and the charges and counter-charges against Catholic 
lr..orenzo K. Reed, s.J. (ed.), Teaching in Jesuit !Y,gh Schools 
(New Yorks Jesuit Educational Association, 1957}, PP• 4'.:u. 
~orman M. Brad.bum in the preface to Andrew M. Greeley and Peter 
H. Rossi, The Education of Catholic Americans (Chicago1 Aldine Publishing 
Company t 1966), P• vi. 
4Patric1a Cayo Sexton, The American School (Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jerseyi Prentice .Hall, 1967), p:4. Robin ¥ .. W11J1ams, Jr., American Society 
(New Yorks Alfred A. Knopf, 19.52), PP• 273-274. Brad.bum's preface to 
Greeley and Rossi, The F.ducation ot CathoJJ.c AllleriC!!l!• P• v. 
5 Sexton, P• 47. 
3 
Schools,6 o~ a ferw studies have focused on the goals and values 
officially to be imparted by the school and their re la tionsh.'lp to the 
actually accepted and lived-by valuss ot the students.7 
The purpose of the present study is to investigate the effectiveness 
of Jesuit teachers in relation to the social attitudes of their students 
in four high schools in Ohio and Miohigan. In pursuing this question, 
'W8 will proceed to ana.ly<zes (1) the problem of Catholic education in 
general within which Jesuit education must '!:>e understoodr (2) tile 
present concern for Jesuit effeotivenessr (J) the background of the 
high schools being studiedr (4) the sociolo~oal relevance of education 
as a socialization process, pa.rtieularly a.s this pr~cess ha.s been 
discussed by Charles Horton Cooley and George Herbert Mead. 
At the outset, it is important to recognize the danger of 
f'al.llng into the tc,rap of facile explana.tions of how effective the 
school is in forming attitudes and values. As Greeley warnsc 
6see Neil G. McCluskey, s.J., Catholic Vi!!!J?O~t on 1'4Yr9tion 
(Garden City, New York• Hanover House, 1959), PP• .3~ , especial,._,.. P• 37 
for succinct arguments against separate religious education. Also, Joseph 
H. Fichter, s.J., ParoghiaJ. School. (Notre Dame• The University ot Notre Dame 
Press, 1958), PP• 109-131 treating the arguments over the 0 ghetto mmtalityn 
inculoated in Catholic eduoation. For a strong Catholic self-criticism o:r 
Catholic education, see Mary Perkins ~. A.re P!£90bial Scho9ls the Agmr 
(New Yorks Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1964 ). Michael E. Sohil1t& otters an 
interesting cla1"'1t1oation or the Perld.ns indictment, Cammomal., 81 
(February .5, 1965), P• 622. See also, Robert D. Cross, "The Greeley-Rossi 
Report," COBlllorpr!!l, ~ (September 16, 1966), P• 579. 
?Bradburn, P• vi. 
4 
As social scientists. we maintain a skeptical view 
concerning the efficacy of f oniial schooling for the teaching of 
values. ro the scientists a view of formal education as an 
omnipotent socializing agent shows an exaggerated regard for 
education. The social scientist is not convinced that institutions 
of formal eduoa.t.ion are capable of accomplishing all the m.a.mmot.li 
tasks that some apparently expect of them. The classroom may 
well be a place where formal skills are learned; it may also 
contribute to the transition for the family to larger society. 
Finally• it may contribute somewhat to the maintenance of a core 
culture or the creation of a cultural synthesis. But whether 
formal education real.13' has much influenc~ on either cultural 
values or social behavior is not evident. 
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 
As has already been noted, the problem of Catholic education bas 
long been a debated topic. In the end, the crucial issue in any controversy 
has beens "Are the Catholic schools successful?" It is possible to view 
tlis question from various angles1 Are the schools doing the job they 
set out to do? Are they doing the job their clients want them to do? How 
do Catholic schools compare, in what they produce, with public schools? 
The first question a.bout the goals of Catholic ed.ucation was the 
concern of Notre Dame University's study on Catholic schools. 
The central consideration, therefore, is this a how does the 
Catholic school carry out the mandate to provide religious training, 
while at the same time serving the purposes which are those of 
education for life in the United States at this period in its 
history? Note that the question is ''how" and not "how well. 11 
Here we are attempting to explain, not to evaluate.9 
8 Greeley and Rossi, Th.e Education of Catholic .Americags, P• 7. 
9Regina.ld A. Newwein {ed.), Catholic Schools in Action (Notre Dame, 
Indiana• The University of Notre Dame Press, 1966), P• 2. 
5 
The second question possibly transmits the whole issue of traditional goals 
and involves, rather, a specification of what the goals of Catholic education 
ought to be today and how t..he schools a.re accomplishing what they are 
setting out to do. As Mary Perkins Ryan writesr 
In the past, the question of providing religious formation 
for the young outside of Catholic schools has been seen p1•ima.rily 
in terms of finding adequate teachers and providing suitable times 
and places. 'These a.re, certainly, real o.nd practical problems. 
But the new outlook places them in a clif'ferent perspective. As 
the focus of formation shifts from the classroom to the church 
and to daily life, the work of formation must become more that 
of the pastor, the parent, the "coach" in the Christian lif'e, 
than that of the teacher. Formation so conceived is not prima.rily 
the task of the schools. ~.ray it not be possible,1~hen, that could be adequately provided outside the schools? 
The third question asks as institutional question about the relative 
merits of the public and Catholic schools systems. Thus Greeley and Rossi 
observes "We are ooncemed with it [Catholic education] as an institution 
designed to produce effects upon the individuals who go through it as 
students. nll 
Obviously, all of these questions consiitute legitimate inquiries 
into the problem of the Catholic school. U1e present study, however, asks 
whether Jesuits are actively effective in their high schools today relative 
to what the Jesuit high school sets out to do. Certainly this is an 
aspect of the larger questions mentioned above, but essentially, this is 
lORyan, p. 141. See also Daniel Callahan, "The Schools': 
Commonweal, 81 (January 9, 196.5), P• 465. 
lloreeley and Rossi, The Eduoation of Catholic Americ!lls• P• 5. 
6 
not an institutional question. i'ie a.re not asking, in other words, whether 
the schools are effective but rather are the teachers, as members of the 
society of Jesus, effective in their work in these institutions.12 The 
emphasis on the te.aohers as individuals is important preoiaely because 
we are viewing education in terms of the process of socialization. As 
Havighurst and Neugarten remark• 
The teacher, with or without awareness, and in direct or indirect 
ways, transmits not only information and knowledge, but also a 
wide variety of' cultural values and attitudes. It is in this 
sense that the teacher is a potent socializing agent in the lite 
of the child and adolescent. The teacher functions as a social-
izing a.gent, furthermore, in being a model for imitation and 
identifioation.J.3 
In order to probe this viewpoint more deeply, it will be helpful 
to review the more renent studies of Catholic education in the united 
States as these relate to the specific problem of Jesuit high schools. 
REVIBW OF LITERATURE 
In order to understand the background of catholic education 
in the United States we need not review the entire history of the 
Catholic school system in the United States and the Plenary Council 
of Baltimore which was responsible for erecting a t.:a.tholic school 
12 Carta.inly, the Jesuits as a. group ea.n be viewed as a type 
of 11institution1 11 yet from the viewpoint of the social system, they 
constitute a specific sub-gi·oup in thei1• definite values and goals s.s 
well as particular institutional involvements. 
13a.obert J. Havighurst and Bernice L. Neugart.en, Society a.nd 
Edyoation (Boatona Allyn ani Ba.con, Inc, 1959), P• 405. 
7 
ll~ system. ' Focusin"'., rather on the yet{!'S 19.50-1960, it becomes clear 
that nfter the Second ':i>:orld ·,var the whole busi."less of schools, both 
public a.nd private, grew to almost unbelievable proportions. As more 
and nore economic support was required to build a.nc1 Maintain the educational 
systems, questions were asked a.bout the value of what was boine: done. 2'1 
this level the question ,..,,s deceptively simples "Are w gettinr:- our 
money's worth? If 
~lesponding to this query, Catholic education squared its shoulders 
in an attempt to prove that it was of:feri."'lg an education every bit 
as canplete as ~11e public school system. •Jere the problem to have 
remained on this level we could asses::; the results of standardized 
exams 3iven on subject matter taught simultaneously in both systems. 
But with the oo::nin~ of the Second V'atica.n :.!ouncil and the breath 
of fresh air which Pope John llIII let into the Catholic Church, the 
questions about Catholic education deepened. Educators were no longer 
satisfied vr.ith ascertaining only the academic achievement of Catholic 
school rrraduates 1 rather, they wondered whether their studer.ts ·were 
be:lng .formed as good Catholics-and even r1ore basically-as good 
Christians. 
It is in this context, tben, th&t the problem of Catholic 
education is being disuassed today. Unfortunately, little actual 
information was available to an~:r the questions being posed until 
14see especially Neil G. hoCluskey, 0.J., t;atholJ,c l:.duoation in 
America: A Dooum.entarv Historv (New 'Yorks Columbia University, 1964~. 
Joseph H. F'iohter's pioneer effort Parochial School (1958). Although 
Fichter's work was an important beginning, it did not provide information 
about the seconda.ry school system. In the 1960 1 s Andrew E. Greeley 
began to study various aspects of Catholic lduoa.tion in !i.eligion and 
Career (1963), The Social Effects of Catholic F..!ducation (1964), anrl 
most recently, together with Peter H. Hossi, The .&iuoation of American 
Catholics (1965). Sirrrulta.neous with Greeley's :Last study was the 
Notre Dame research project under the direction of Reginald Neuwein. 
Catholic Schools in Action (1965). 
:Cspecially wlth this more recent resea.roh, same empirical 
foundation was ~iven £or realistic discussions about the Catholic 
secondary' school. One further study relevant to our purposes was 
Fiohter's analysis of Jesuit high eohools in the United States 
undertaken in 1966, .§.mli .Y.§. A ~ • • • Gej; l!l2k .!. !fin., which attempted 
to provide background on specif'ica.lly Jesuit education. 
In general, the motivation for all these studies was the rising 
criticism of Catholic sohools both from within am outside the Church. 
Perhaps the most articulate attack came from Mary Perkins Il.yan, an 
active laywoman lol.W has been involved in Church problems for the past 
quarter of a century. In her Are Pa.rochifl SchooJ.s the Answer? (1964), 
Mrs. Rynn oontems that the Catholic schools are not providing the 
formation of students which they purport to provide. The Cathol!ic 
schools, she cont.€nds, do not teach what the modem Churoh desires, but 
inculcates a 1'setgE'I mentality" tn the stu:lents. That is, the children 
are taught the truths of the faith (how to justify and defend therit), 
a.re k:apt safe .from ha.1m'ul innuenceo, and are sepax·atad i'ror.i the 
mainstream of society. As a result, the students seem to be loyal to 
both the Church and their nation in the cypical Auerican Catholic 
tradition. Gut is this a tradition realistic for today's Catholics? 
As tar as Hrs. R,yan is concerned, the present Catholic school syst<::i.1 
perpetuates the socio-religious segregation of its students. ~•ha.t is 
worse, this type or segregation is presented as a desirable practice.1.5 
As a.n example Mrs. H.yan cites the matter of vocational counseling. 
Her findings reveal that while the Catholic school proposes the religious 
vocation as a very noble pursuit, outside of the religious vocation, 
vocational 00111'18eling is limited to purely academic in.formation am. 
guidance. The key problem, as rar as she is oonoemed, is that 
students are not confronted with the problem of what they will do 
·with their tutu.res. 'l'hey are not challenged. by the concept that they 
should be planning their f'u:tures in terms of' a process of growing 
understanding and love of God, and thus rendering the fullest service 
to their neighbor.16 
All of the .above mentioned studies and criticisms of parochial 
education have been directed at the Catholic school a.s an i..'lstitution. 
The precise difference between these analyses and our present study is 
1.5 Ryan, PP• 55-56. 
l'Thid., P• 68. 
J.O 
its focus on the Jesuits in the Jesuit secondary schools, not on t.he 
school itself as a. social organization. \~e were interested to discover 
how effective these teachers are in .blpa.rting and inculcating their 
philosophy of education, especially in regard to the social attitucles of 
their students. 
Lore precisely, our chief interest was to investigate t.o wha. t 
extent Jesuit education verifies the hypothesis that Catholic education 
is ineffective in helping students to form values of social awareness 
and tolerance. As Fichter has remarked: 
On all other test questions, howver, the public school 
r,raduates consistently· ehow them.selves more socially alert 
and interested than do the products or Catholic schools. 
F'or e:xa"!Ple, 11 much larger proportion of them (l,i.57:,) than 
of Catholic graduates (28/t) ~ in favor of expanding our 
foreign economic aid progrrun. 7 
Since the Jesuit schools a.re more selective in their enrollment, thus 
working with more talented youngsters than the larger pa.roolrl.al school 
system or the public schools, their possible defect in turniM cmt 
p;raduates who are less socially conscious and tolerant than their public 
school friends wot'J.d have much to say a.bout the effE1Ctiveness of Cathollo 
!'!ohoo1.s p:enera.Uy.18 If, after all. Catholic schools are unable to be 
effective in ·uorking with a nore select group of stuients, the whole 
17 Joseph H. Fichter, S.J., llCatholics a.nd High School, n jw;!fica., 
107 (September 15, 1962), P• 719. 
lBirwe assume a more than ordina.ry obligation to society when we 
select a. LltJJ.•c than oroinary group of st-udents. • • • If t·ro receive only 
.f:1.ne :w.teri.al, we should be careful to produce proportionate results. 11 
James A. King, "Guidance in the Jesuit High School, 11 Jesuit l!.d.ucational 
Quarter~, 5 (June, 1~2), P• 85. 
11 
purpose of sectarian education and its &biliV to aot as an important 
agent or seoord.ary socialization is questionable. 
J,C;SUIT EDUCATION IN PEB.SPECrrra 
In ol'der to gain more perspective on the central question of 
this study, ,. tum to a brief consideration of Jesuit education and 
it& problems. Specific concern about the problem of Jesuit effectiveness 
goes back at least to the ear~ 194-011s.19 Through the years the topic 
baa came up for frequent disoussion at annual meetings of the Jesuit 
Educational Assooiation. Much ot t.bis discussion culminated in the 
Fichter stuc:17, .§!l!!. .Y.!. ~ !2z• which was undertaken to provide background 
for a speci&l national meeting of the Jesuit Educational Association at 
Los .Angeles in August, 1966, called to consider the current status am 
future of the Jesuit high school. Since the Ii'ichter project was initiated, 
the study has been retlicated in various provinces of the ~ooiew of Jesus 
as part of a current Jesuit selt-stu.ey-. l'his present analysis i& part 
ot such a larger project which is currently in progress in the CJhio and 
Michigan region of the Society. However, this study is not a replication 
ot the Fichter project. 
l9ttis there any way- of estimating the real, factual extent of the 
influence which our schools exert on the moral and apiri tual lire of our 
students? Can ways and Means be recommended for improi.ring that innuence?" 
See .lll&n P • Farrell, ''Readers t Survey of the Qua:rterl-1' t" JeqM 
Educational ~yartcr1¥, 6 (: :O.rch, l)iil!·), PP• 222-2Jl., 
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What is it, then, which Jesuits seek to do in secondary education? 
Certainly, the idea of student formation has been uppermost in Jesuit 
thinkinrft "'l'he purpose o:t_ seconc.ary teachinr! is formation, much 111ore than 
assnrl.ng eruditions and :for this formation of m.ind and character, the 
yea:rs of early adolescence are devisive. 1120 !"IDSt recenUy Father Peter 
i\rrupe, the Superior General of the Society of Jesus, remarked., "~"ie must 
accept the modem adolescent as he is. But ultimately \'Te must trti.nsfom 
....,.., 
hi111. and through lrlm, hts world in \Jhrist. ,,,,.1.. ~hristian forrr.atiosi, 
therefore, is t>, key focus of Jesuit education. \./hat Father Arrupe means 
by transforming the adolescent and his world is spelled out by tli.e 
Jesuits 1 'l'h.ir'ty-.1."irst General Congregation in its discussion of educa. ti on 
as the transmission of human culture and its integration in Christ: 
11 
••• to make them Lstudents] not only cultural but, in both private 
and public lives, uen who a.re a.uthentioally Christian and able a.nci willing 
to work for the modern apostolate.n22 
There is little doubt, then, ths.t Jesuit education employs a.t 
lea*t a two-fold em.phasis--cultural transmission and (AU"istian f orna.tion. 
20John '3. Janssens, S.t.r., "On the Significance of Oi1r B"i.e-h Sehools, 11 
( •..mpublished address of the Cieneral of the Sociecy of Jesus), :Salloro, 
Italy, October :;o, 1%2. 
2lpeter Arrt£!>0, S.J., in a. letter to the dele~a.tes to th" 1966 
JM workshop, July 31, 1966. 
22 Do(!'U!ll!nts of the thirt:y-E-irst General Congregation, P• 91. 
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The General Congregation, however, also stressed the personal element of 
Jesuit influence in the educational process• 
The first care of Jesuits should be that Christian students 
acquire that knowledge and character which are worthy of 
Christi.ans, along with the letters and sciences. To this end, 
it will help veey ll1\IQb if, in addition to the suitable amount 
of time given to the teaching of Christian doctrine and religion 
according to modern methods, Jesuits also offer to the students 
a good example ~r bard work and dedication as well as of 
religious lite, J 
This kind of emphasis is certainly canpatible with the traditional 
view of Jesuit education as outlined in the "General Statement of Philosophy 
of the American Jesuit High School" developed in 1~6.2J.I.. That statement 
has its basis in the encyclical uchristian Education of Youth" by Pope 
Pius XI. In keeping with the spirit and manner in that letter, the 
Jesuit statement is strongly deductive. It considers the educational 
objectives of the school as a secondary school, an American school, a 
Catholic school, and finally a Jesuit school. Let us consider each of 
these te:rms.25 
'l'he Jesuit high school, as a specifically secondary school strives 
to teach adolescent boys how to think intelligently and wisely, Since 
it cooperates with other educational agencies, the Jesuit high school-
as a high school-strives to pranote character Mtioation, an intelligent 
appreciation of beauty, physical health, and proper social attitudes and 
231bid., P• 92. 
2J.l..Reed, PP• 4-ll. 
25Ibid., the following section is a summary of the clooument. 
habitf. 
As an American high school, the Jesuit school strives to develop 
a knowledge and appreciation of the American heritage of democracy and 
to foster loyalty to American ideals. It seeks to develop students who 
believe that the American gover.ment exists for the benefit of individual 
citizens, and not the citizens for the benefit of the State. It attempts 
to lead students to appreciate the fact that American life is based on the 
sound principle tha.t man ha.s received frcn God inalienable rights which 
the State has not created and cannot take away. It desires to encourage 
students to participate active~ and conscientiously in government, 
whether as voters or officials. Finally, it seeks to develop students 
who will, in a democratic spirit of tolerance and cooperation, contribute 
to the formation of wise public policies and to the soluoton of public 
problems. 
As a Catholic school, the Jesuit school strives "to cooperate 
with divine grace in foming the true and perfect Chri•tian. 1126 It 
wishes to develop men Who have a reasonably thorough understaming of 
Catholic doctrine and practice. It wishes its students to realize that 
Catholicism is a ay of life based upon eternal truths and immutable 
principles which must a£feot their attitude toward every problem of life, 
whether personal or social, which may arise in a. changing civilizatAon. 
1''urther, it seeks to develop young men who realize the place of truth in 
26Ibid., P• 6. 
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their lives and men who act on Christi.an principle. Jesuit education 
holds up the life of Our Lord and the examples of Our Lady and the Saints 
as models of the Catholic way of living. Participation and cooperation 
in the work of the Catholic hiera.rchy according to one's ability and 
opportunity is encouraged. Jesuit education wishes to develop in its 
students the refinement in manners. speech. and dress in accordance with 
Christian ideals. It wishes to develop men who in terms of their Christian 
heritage, select a..."ld promote only what is good and wholes01t1e in a.rt, mu.sic, 
literature, drama, a.nd other forms of entertainment. Jesuit education 
fosters in its students Christian respect for the human body as a partner 
of l'lUUl 1s i.'mltortal soul. It hopes to encourage serious and prayerful thought 
of the staients• future lifework and proper counsel regarding it. Jesuit 
education seeks to develop young men who a.re aware of thf) solid.a.rt P-J of 
human societzy' and of the effect of their actions upon the lives of others 
for better or worse• and thus men who are just in their respect for t.1-ie 
rights of others, whether individuals or groups, regardless of position, 
race, nation, or creed. Finally, as a Catholic school, the Jesuit school 
seeks to develop students who ''love their neighbors as themselves" and so 
a.re sensitive to the claims of Christian charity, beyorxl the demands of 
strict justice. 
Finally, as a Jesuit school, it hopes to develop in its students 
e.n intense loyalty and. devotion to the Holy See; leadership, particularly 
in religious activitiesr an intelligent obedience to all duly constituted 
authorityJ respect for the significant contributions of the pasts the 
humanistic ha.bit of mirxi, emphasizing the classic literatures as the best 
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means to the end r ha bi ts of orderly th.inking through the medium of an 
analytic-synthetic study of languages, particularly the classical 
languagess and competency in the arts of expression. 
While Jesuit education in 1968 subscribes to the basic tenets 
of the 1$46 statement which we have just reviewed, it has changed its 
emphases in light or the spirit of Vatican II. In keeping with Pius 
XI's thought, Jesuit eduoation in the past emphasized what might be 
oa.lled an exemplary theory of eduoation whereby a desired model as 
created and each student as poured into it to achieve the desired 
results, Vatioan II, however, stresses the idea of developing the 
individual's personal potential, the existential acceptance of the 
student's oapacities and limitations 1 
For a true education aims at the formation of the 
human person ·with respect to his ultimate goal, and 
simul:taneously with respect to the good of those societies 
of which, as a ;ria.n, he is a ll16mber, and in whose responsi-
bilities, as an adult, he will share. 
As a consequence, ld th the help of advances in psychology 
and in the art and science of teaching, c.hildren and young 
people should be assisted in the harmonious development of 
their physical, moral, and intellectual emotilmellts. Sur-
mounting hardships with a gallant and steady heart, they 
should be helped to acquire gradually a more mature sense 
of :responsibility toward ennobllng their mm lives thro!fsh 
constant effort, and. toward pursuing authentic treed.om. tc/ 
With the ''Declaration of Christian Fduoation" of Vatican II as 
background, Robert F. Harvanek, s.J., pointed out to the 1965 conference 
27Walter M • .\bbott, S.J. (ed.), The Documents of Vatican II, 
(New York& it.merioa Peess, 1966), p. 6.'.39. 
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at Los Angeles that were Jesuits to reconsider their philosophy of 
eeucation in the mid-sixties, they must arrive at a formulation similar 
to Vatican IIa 
We ea.n ask W.ether there is anything distinctive from 
the Jesuit point of view- tha.t should be said about the tdea.l 
Jesuit high school graduate. The first response can be that 
there is not, and that for two reasons. The first reason 11" 
thq it is precisely the distinctive spirit of' the Society 
to i:rork for the f'ul:fill:ment of t..'1-ie Church in obedience to the 
Church and especially to its head upon earth, the Vicar of' 
Christ. Consequently, it might be ar'l:Ued. that it is the 
spirit of the Society not to be distinctive within the 
Church but rather to further the Church with all its powers. 
It might there.fore properly be taken as the Society's task 
and purpose in education to work toward the fulfillment 
of the ~al ot· Christian education as expressed by the 
Council. 
Harva.nek then exple.ined the relation of Vatican II to Jesuit 
education on a more contentual level. "There is first of all the 
view of man a.s a tree responsible person in society Who is to work 
for h.i.s own perfection and the improvement of society by his own 
action under God. This clearly expresses the point of view of the 
~iri tua.1 Exercises. 1129 The essence of' the J•.-:Xeroises seeMs to be 
foi_md in the dialectic of freedom whereby the tree responsible 
'
33rl.obert 1''• Harvanek, :.>.J., 11'l'he Profile of the Ideal Jesuit High 
School Graduate" (unpublished backgroum paper for the 1966 JEA. Workshop), 
P• 44. 
29Ibid., p. 44. l'he .:>pirj,tW!tl Lxeroises are the basic guidelines 
of the religious life drawn up by the founder of the Society of Jesus, 
st. Ignatius Loyola.. The spirit of the Jesuit apostole.te is derived from 
the :Xercises. 
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:individual. opens h:irosel.f to the free action of his Creator; then 
becoming conscious of God's will in t...~e concrete situation of his 
15 -re, he responds in freedCl'll to fulfill God's ldll. 
Besides the strong thrust of the free responsible agent, 
Harva.nek also underscored the Council's strong appreciation of the 
value of "the na tura.l, 11 particularly the natural human person in 
society.30 This eonaern parallels the very distinot.ive Jesuit 
emphasis which sees t..ie value of all things precisely in relation 
to their contribution to the glory of God. As Harvanek remarked r 
It is perhaps then no accident that when the Society 
did enter upon the educational a.postola.te, the area. of 
education in which it entered most significantly was that 
which today corresponds to liberal secondary and collegiate 
education, that is, the area of. the arts and sciences which 
in the older program. preoeedetl philosophy and theology. 
Consequently the Society's tradition in education, perhaps 
more than that of any other group engaged in education in 
the Church has always strongly supported the natural powers 
and knowledge of man and of human society. <.;haracteristically 
it has been concerned not only with specifically Christian 
education but also with human education arxi with integrating 
the two. Thus the arts am the sciences hold an important 
place in the historical tradition of the ~ooietzy-.31 
;.,uch a.n up-dated Jesuit philosopey of education would be 
absolutely conso.naM with Jatican I.4: and it.s emphases. ln SUlil(;uu-y, 
then, the Jesuit view of education is a personallst-existentialist one 
imich sees 1;um as a :.:'ree and responsible pei•son who in the development 
of his personality is accountable also to otner persons and for the 
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communities and societies of which he is a. member. In this responsibility 
for society the student has the task of contributing to the building of 
both the city of man am the city of God, just as he has the right am 
responsibility for the rise or fall of his awn personality in mature 
freedom. lhus, the f'ulfillment of the student's own personality cannot 
be separated from his interaction in the world a.rd human society. 
BACKGROUHD OF TBE SCHOOLS 
Within this context of the principles of Jesuit education, it 
is important now to focus attention on the schools which comprised 
the universe of this study. 
The University of Detroit High School, founded in 1875, had an 
enrollment of 976 in September, 1967. Over the past few years the 
school administration has been attempting to reduce enrollment to 
include no more than 900 students. The school itself is located in a 
changing neighborhood on Detroit's northwest side which at one time 
was upper middle class. At the time of the present study the surrounding 
community was composed of a mostly middle-class white population with 
a small but steadily increasing number of lower middle-class Negroes. 
White the students come from a varietq or baokgroums, they would 
generally be classified as middle to upper class. The faculty would 
categorize the u. of D. High students as rather sophisticated, sure of 
themselves, and quite concemed with their material progress. u. of D. 
High otters only a college preparatory curriculum. which in itself limits 
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th?. sa1.eetio(l. of students. AboiJt 1100 ap::>lications for entry '.itc'.rf", 
receivoo ror the 225 positions avail.able in :Jept.ember, 1963. i'hut> 
the school ts acknowledged to be a selective school, offering excIDe,tit 
educatioMl background in the Detroit area. The faculty is 111a.de 11p of 
thirty Jesu.1.ts and nineteen la.,ymen. During t.he school year 1967-63 
a laJT"k.'tn beoa.me aeaisunt principal for t.lie first time in the school 'a 
history. 
St. Ignatius High School, Cleveland, founded in 1886, had an 
enrollment in 1967 of 1105. Presently it 1s 1n the process of 
deciding 'Whether to expand its enrollment to 1500 or to hold the line 
at the present nmber. l'he school is located on the near west side 
of Clneland in an inner-city area, though not specifically in a 
ghetto. !'he aohool enrolls ve17 :f'ew students from the neighborhood 
and thus is not aotuall.y- looked upon by ~unity residents as 
contributing to the neighborhood. In the past few J"'&rS an increase 
in the nurtber or student.a assaulted either ooming to or leaving the 
school has caused great concern. The students come fra.tt all parts or the 
city arrl suburbs and front a variety of backgrounds. Nevertheless, they 
would be generally olassified as Middle class to lowr-upper class. 
!•aoulty have characterized the Ignatius students as being only milll.y 
sophisti.oated and rather hard working in academic matt.era. Like u. of D. 
l!igh, I~tius enjoys a large number of applications :!l"Ol'l which it 
can choose the most desirable students for its admittedly diffioult 
college prepara:tor.r curriculum.. Since Cleveland is a smaller city 
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th~n Det.roit, IJM.tius' academic am extracurricular excellence ls a 
wll known fact in the metropolitan area, so that entrance into the 
school has a. clear p1"estige value attached to it. The faculty is ma.de 
up of t.'ri.rty-tJiree Jesuits and twenty-two laymen. Like University of 
;Je'.;.roit High Schoo, the 1967-68 school year saw a laymen become assistant 
p1•incipU. for the first time in the school 1s history. 
'l'he other two schools to be included in this study were opened 
simultaneously in 1965-66 and will see their first graduating classes 
in 1969. 
St. John's High School, Toledo, was originally founded in 1896 
but was forced to close during the depression years. It reopened in 
1965 an another site just within the ci'l;y limits. Its enrollment at 
present is 635. The total enrollment is projected to be about 850. 
Though the school is located at the edge of the city, a wide spectrum 
of social class oan be found from upper-lower to lower-upper because 
of a. policy of bussing students to the school.8 The students have been 
characterized by the faculty as lacld.ng sophistication, less academically 
oriented than •tlldents in Detroit or Clevelan:i• basically bard working, 
and much like Detroit students in their concern about their material 
progress. St. John's enjoys the advantage of having a well established. 
alumni association since its .f'ol'mer days to help establish the school 
at its reopening. st. John's boasts o.f' its contribution to the education 
of many in the professional community in Toledo. Thus for a new school. 
st. John's finds itself in an enviable position of having good public 
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r6la.tions and publicity. All of tM.s ba.cl-• .in.g enables the .011..."<lo sc'hool 
to have a fair selection process in applications, thoUt;.-11 iJy no means a.s 
great as in uetroit or .:.::levela.nd. Ihe fa.oilty is ma.de up of sixteen 
Jesuits and fourteen laymen. Ihe administration is tota.11.y Jesuit. 
rial.sh Jesuit iiigh School, Cuyahoga. Falls, vhio, was also 
founded in 1965 in an area. which knew little of Catholic or Jesuit 
education. It is located in a aural area about nine miles f'rom Akron 
and fifteen mil.es .from metropolitan Clevelan:i. The site of the school 
was chosen on the basis of population trends which point to the 1ialsh 
area as a population oeniter in the yea.rs to come. In the meantime 
the school has had to work diligently to interest prospective students 
in its college preparatory program. In its few short years of operation 
Walsh bas already established itself as a strong academically oriented 
school. Gradually its enrollment is increasing proportionate to its strin-
gent entrance requirauents. The enrollment at present is .520, although 
the total projected enrollment is 850. ·fhis school, through a policy 
of bussing similar to St. Jolm's• has a student population ranging from 
upper-lower to lower-upper. '.i'he faculty have characterized the ;faJ.sh 
students m.uoh like those at St. John's-the students also lack 
sophistication and a.re not a.s academically oriented as students in 
Detroit or Cleveland. The faculty is made up of fourteen Jesuits a.rd 
nineteen laymen. The .first assistant principal in the school •s history 
who assumed his offioe in 1967-68 is a la,man. 
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JOCIOLOGI:A:::, RSWJ:\NCE-· 
THE SOCIALIZA TIO:~ P'.1CCESS 
The sooiologioal relevance of the present study hinges upon 
the concept of sooialisation. 'Ibis process is at the heart of the 
educational experience. When Greeley undertook h1s study ot American 
Catholic schools, he focused precisely on the aspect of sooiallzation 
in Catholic educations 
Fram the point of view of the sociologist. both interests 
research a.r¥i theory focus on the socialization process. 
The continuity o:t oultural traditions is an inescapable f'a.ot, 
but the mechanisms by which they are maintained are st.ill 
not ~ understood. Surely' toma.1 schooling plAys a. part 
in this cultural transmission, but it is not at all clear 
to sociologists that the part o:t the school is as important 
in the socialization experience as most Americans think.32 
A~ Sexton ~ia.s pointed uut, despite the fact that education is 
one of the primary agencies of socialization, little study has been 
done to firri to what extent the school is a.s important as 1'nlost 
Am.eriea.nsf think in the socialization experience.33 
Moreover, the problem of' socialization seems to be at the heart 
of most criticim:t of the Catholic schools waged by both sides of the 
controversy. One one hand, Mary Perkins Ryan expresses dissatisfaction 
with Catholic education because it lacks true "fo:rmation11 r 
J2tJreeley and Rossi, IJle F.duoat~ of Catholic Americans, P• 6. 
JJ"Values form the core of society•s culture and the typical 
values of the sociecy form its norms. These values and norms are 
presumably taught by schools to the ,young through the socializa. tion 
process, which shapes the behavior and personality of the individual. 11 
Sexton, P• 76. 
This tenn is used as being more comprehensive than 
"instruction" and as synonymous with "education" in the 
very broad sense of the development a.nd trainiruz. of the 
whole person-here, the whole Christian person.~ 
On the other, James B. Conant's remarlcs thats "The greater 
the proportion of our youth who attend. ind.ependent schools, the greater 
the threat to our democratic unity. 1135 Obviously both camps are 
oriticizinll Catholic schools either bees.use they are deficient in 
socializing their atudents or because they subvert the socialization 
experience. 
It is clear, therefore, that a. study of the socialization 
process precisely as it affects education is important to sociology. 
Even more, since any sociological investigation has to do with the 
the inter-relations of people in society, adequate understanding of 
these individuals presupposes that one llaa probed the socialization 
process through which these people have assumed adult roles in our 
society. 
Socialization may be defined as the process by which an 
individual acquires the values a.nd knowledge of lis society and 
learns the social role appropriate to his position in it. This 
process has an objective and subjective aspects the external society 
34-~, P• 5. 
35James B. Conant, speech to American Association of School 
Administrators, April 7, 1962, cited in McCluskey, Cat.Qolic Viewpoint 
on Ed,ucation, P• 17• 
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into which a person is socialized and the person's internal acceptance 
of that society with its norms and values. 36 
from the society's point of view new members must be initiated 
into its culture and motivated to participate in established relationships. 
To accomplish this the new member Il'lUSt be in:f'omed af the norms or values 
by which he must abide if he is to function satisfactorily in that society. 
Americans, for example, thus learn that competition and aggressiveness 
a.re important in their society since its democracy ultimately rests on 
the competitive acquisition of its abundant resources.37 In medieval 
Europe, on the other band, individuals would haw learned that involvem.ent 
with religion was the ohief means of social acceptance in a society in 
which the religious institution predominated. 
Horeover, society also teaches its new members a system. of status 
and roles. l'bat is, the individual learns how to relate to other people 
in terms of social ranking (status), as well as what speoiallied positions 
exist in that society (roles). 'rhus he learns that society is stratified, 
that there are people on the top who have considerable power and 
prestige and people on the bottom who have none. Likewise, he learns what 
society expects people to do when they are :tat.hers, mothers, bankers, 
store clerks, ministers, tea.chars, or government officials. Nevertheless, 
in absorbing the society's notions of status and role the :individual 
J6Joseph H. F'iohter, Sociology (Chica.gos The University of 
Chicago Peess, 1957), PP• 19-)9• 
37see David 1:1. Potter, Pegple of Plenty (Chicago: The Fnive:raity 
of Chicago Press, 1954). 
accepts or rejects them in his process of internalization thereby becoming 
socialized or deviant. 
4t the sa.flte ttme the indiviclual lf'arns about v11lues and roles 
he a.lso lea.ms the patterned behavior of people exercising roles in the 
institutions of society. These institutions aonsist not of buildings or 
organizations, but of the established practices, or l."ays of doing things 
in that society. American society, for example, bas institutions like 
consti tutiona.l government, monogamous marriage, legi ti.lM. te divorce, 
private enterprise, and a pluralistic religious structure. 
Society also imparts to its new members how people share a 
common position in the economic order. ln this way individuals learn 
what is involved in low class or high class in terms of economic power, 
etluoation, relative power over other people, and prestige in social 
relations. 
Now rel.a tions between various groups within a eooiety are 
usually established am regulated through custom. For instance, the 
relations between religious, national, and racial minorities in the 
United States are officially equal. Consequently the more in whioh 
individuals are educated to understand these relations, the more effective 
will be their .future social interaction with people who come from 
backgrounds different from their own. At the same time people comtitgfram 
similar backgrounds will have certain expectations regarding behavior 
patterns of their peers s on:J:y in this way can they recognize the 
aoceptanoe or re,jection of such official norms by their immediate 
associates and, in the process, define them.selves. 
Finally, society must communicate to new members wone notion 
of its attitude toward social change. 2l:"ms it may pro111ote 11rogress as 
a desirable goal and place a high valuo on social cha ... '15e; or it may 
hold its traditions very secUl·e~- and. discourage departure .from t.im.e 
honored r:iethods, and place a low value on social change. 
In the end, however, society can only impart this knowledge 
&nd eni'o:i:·ee external confonnity on its new rnembersa it cannot force 
internal accepta..~es or rejection. ~.a.dical socialization, then, only 
occurs in the context of mutual interaction betwean frGG individuals 
and a concerned society. 'Ieneral discuss.ions of socfolization in 
of his social identity, or llsocial self. n The soc:iecy a.ttei:ipts to 
transmit to the child whs.t it expects of h:L"!'l. Simultaneously, t.lie 
child looks to see how he can develop and grm~ in that society.38 
Hence, through its various a rents• society inoulca:tes in 1 ts you..."lp; 
certain basic dise:toltnee t"an~n~ f'rO"' body care to methods of scientific 
investi~ation. Socialiv.ation thus teaches the American child that it is 
a value to ~ain self control and to conform to basic time and schedule 
obligations. More importantl,v, it teaches him what are the social roles 
of that society and what the attitudes and behavior cf the resnective 
players of those roles should be. 
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Having sketched this theoretical picture of the general process 
of socialization, it should be helpful to focus on some or the thinking 
that has been most infiuential in developing further the implications 
of this scheme. 
While socialization is concemed with inculcating sc:me degree 
of conformity to society's nonns and an acceptance of its basic values, 
it is not unilateral in its operation. Primarily, the socialization 
process must be adapted to each individual am is received by him in 
dii"ferent ways. The very backgrounds of two individuals will detel'mine 
them to different socialization. The disadvantaged child brought up in 
a large urban ghetto will be socialized far differently than the child 
of wealth;y suburban parents. Further, non-conformity itself' may be 
transmitted as a value of society so that socialization toward 
conformity is prevented.39 
The primary agents of socialization in the United States are 
40 the family, the peer group, the school, and the mass media. These 
are the means by which the socieey transmits its values and other 
necessary knowledge to its new members. Undoubtedly the family 
constitutes the oheif' agent of socialization since the child establishes 
his most intimate relations with them and his activities are so exclusively 
House, 
39Ibid. , P• 96. 
40
Frederick Elkin, The Chilg and Society (New York& .Random 
1960), PP• 4,5-t\S. 
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controlled by the famil;y in his early and formative years. The family 
thus becomes a screen through which all knowledge and information must 
be sifted before it comes to the child. 
The child's peer group, on the other band, exerts influence 
on his adaptation to the larger sooiety. In fact, peer groups have often 
been seen as a competitor with the .family in the process of sociaJ.ization-
41 
especially during the later years o£ growth. It is in the peer group 
that the child .first experiences relative freed.am from externally 
imposed aU'thority. A.s a member of the peer group the child has a 
voice 1n its collective decisions and achieves a kin:! of control over 
his actions relative to his own group which be bas not experienced 
in the family situation. 
A third agent of socialization is the mass media--rtldio, 
television, newspapers, sgazines, and books. In a very real sense, 
since the mass media are more and more infiltrating the family and 
its exclusive formation of the child, they have become an ever 
increasingly significant agent of' socialization. 42 
<:nee the family has provided the child with a basic orientation 
to the world, the child enters into a more fomal process of solial• 
ization-edueation. The school :Ls responsible for a more formalized 
type of training than the ld.n::l exercised within the scope or parental 
41
see David Riesnum, Rau.el Denney, and Nathan Glazer, Ib!, 
Lone)y Crowd (New Ha.vent Yale University Press, 19.50). 
42n1-a-
E.4l'l-l.l1t PP• 70-75• 
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competence. Today the school acts ,!!! 12.22 pa.rentis more :frequently 
than before, thus beooming an increasingly vital factor in the 
socialization process. 
Against the background ot this profile or the a.gents of 
social1v.ation it is important to ask precisely how the socialization 
process takes place in the itdividual. The approach used by contemporary 
social scientists to answer this query originates f"ran the theories of 
Charles Horton Cooley and George Herbert Mead. 
Cooley's formulation bas been ref'erred to as the "looking 
glass theory" a 
As we see our face, figure, and dress in the glass, and are 
interested in them because they are ours, and pleased or 
otherwise with them according as they do or do not answer to 
what we should like them to beJ so in :imagination we perceive 
in another's m1n:.i some thought of our appearance, manners, 
ai:m.s, deeds, character, t4iends, and so on, and are 
variously affected by it. J 
According to Cooley, moreover, the social self develops on'.cy' in relation 
to another person. Only through interaction with others of his own age 
can the child grasp how he is expected to act. From this experience the 
child also adduces what kind of peaeon he thinks he should be. The 
social self emerges, then, frcm a fusion of this objective self image 
and the ideal selt one hopes to become. Basically, then, the process 
of socialization is twofold-on the one hand, the society presents its 
43 Charles Horton Coole,-, 11The Social Self" in Theories of 
rcie\t II• Talcott Parsons (ed. ) , (Glencoe• Illinois 1 'l'he I''ree .Press, 961) t p. 324. 
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norms to the individual th?tough other persons who a.:f'fect the child a.nd 
st:iraulate his reaction and, on the other, the child appropris.tes or 
fails to appropriate these values. This importance of 11the other" 
in such socia.lization is f"urther brought out by Cooley& 
The thing that moves us to pride or shame is not 
the mere mechanical reflection of ourselves, but an 
imputed sentiment, the imagined. effect of this reflection 
upon another's mind. 'lhls is evident from the fa.ct that 
the character an:1. wtight of' that other, in whose mind 
we see owselves, makes all the difference with one's 
feellng.Lt4 
Following Cooley's lead, Mead's theory is characterized by 
an equall;y strong emphasis on the role of "significant others" in 
socialization. The ch:Ud observes the behavior of people whom 
he has oame to perceive as mod.els, or, in his mm te:ms, as 
"significant" to himself'. If one of these significant people 
per.forms an action. that action takes on value :tor the child. But 
if the significant other does not value society•s practices or 
institutions, the susceptible child will al.so reject the value. 
As the child enlarges his field of significant others, he begins to 
understand that a particular value is not necessa~ related to 
just one significant other. Ra:t:her, he has found that ll'W'lY' of 
t.'liese significant others hold the same value8. This less personalized 
outlook, according to Mead, leads the ohild to a view of' the 
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'.i.'he organized CCl'llmunity of social group which gi":cs to 
the individ:ual his un:Lty of self w.ay be called the "generalized 
Other. 11 llie attitude Of the generalized OOher is the attitude 
of the whole communi t<;. Thus for e,....t.i..'!lple , in the oase of 
such a. social gl'Oup as a ball team, the team is the generalized 
other in so far as it enters-as an organized process or 
soeia.1 activity-into the4exPeri&nce o.t anyone o:t the individual members of it. :; · 
TI'lis 11genera.llied othern thus leads the irdividua.1 to 
construct his own goals and values (that is, his subjective accept.a.nee 
of society's norm.sh he also asserta.ins What society expects of him. 
It is at this point that the individual develops a notion 
of sel.f identity which I1iead a.nalyzes a.a the 11I 11 am the 11me. 11 ~l'he 
active part of the self is the 11I 11-tb& t which is involved in 
subjective socialization, the acceptance or rejection o:.r society's 
norms aJXi values. According to :dead the "me11 is the objective 
component of socialization-that which society ex.pests ot: the 
individual a 
These are the different types of expressions of the liIH 
in their relationship to the 1me 11 that I wanted to bring 
out in order to complete the statement o£ the relation 
of the 11I" and the 1\ne. t! The self under these circunstances 
is the action of' the 111" in ~ with the taking of the 
role o:f others in the ''me•" The self is both the 11I 11 
and the 11nta 11 setting U1e situation to which the 111 11 responds. 
Both the 11r 1 and 1'.me*' ~involved in the self' t am here 
ea.ch supports the other. 
As we have noted earlier, socialization very basically takes 
place in tti.e fa.=d.ly. !!el'O the child. learns the basic no!""1ls and Vt'lues 
or the society as interpreted for him by his parents and siblings. 
4
.5aeori;?E3 Ilerbert ?1ea.d, i and Selt and Society (Chicago i The 
University of Chicago Press, 19)4), P• 154. 
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Within this atmosphere he also begins to internalize conceptions 
about various social roles. All of this knowledge is learned in an 
informal manner and also reinforced through peer group relations. 
There comes a time, however, when the family is no longer competent to 
complete the child's ~· It is at this time that the ch:Ud 
goes to school and begins his formal education. Now he is inaugurated 
into the process of !!92Jld.H7 socialization which builds on the primary 
process which has already taken place. Let us dwell briefly on this 
aspect of secondary socialization. 
Aooording to Berger alXl Lu.okmann1 
Primary sociaHeation is the first socialiKtion an 
individual undergoes in childhood• throagh which he 
bec<D&s a member of society. SecoMa.:ry soo1alization 
is any subsequent prooess that inducts an already 
socialized indirldual. into new sectors or the objective 
world or bis society. l.Vl 
Thus, a child's introduction to society at large is primaey socialliationr 
all the subsequent techniques to continue and operate effectively 
in that society is secon:lary socialization. 
One or the difficu1ties in the sooialogioal anaJssis or 
education is the failure to dif.,rentiate between these stages or 
primary and secondar,y socialization. Mott previous sociological 
studies or education have :focused on the grammar school; since, at 
this level. there is a combination of both primary and secondary 
Q.7Peter L. Berger am Thomas Luokmann, The §ocial Reconstruction 
of Real,it;y (New Yorks Doubleday and Company, 1966), P• 120. 
socialization. the distinction between these two phases has not been 
suff'icientq delineated nor appreciated. 1>1hen dealing with the high 
school student, however, one can assume that secondary education 
oh6ef".cy' :involves the process of secondary soaialilation. 'rh.e present 
study presupposes that the high school student has a basic notion 
of self, that he has "taken over" the world in which others also live, 
that at the point when a child develops a concept of the generalized 
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other, he is ready to move beyord the level of primary socialization. 
As Elkin points out• 
It is at once evident that primary eoc:iaJ1zation is usually 
the most important one for an Wividual, and ·that the 
basic structure of all secondary soc:!alization has to 
resemble that of primary socialization. Every individual 
is born into an objective social structure within which 
he encounters the siimi:f'ioant others who are in charge 
of his socialization.-if9 
By the time a child reaches high school, be now has to relate to 
people 'Hh.o, as potential. nsignificant others, Ii help him to develop 
lrlJ!lselt further. This point is reinforced by Havighurst a.rd i~euga.rten: 
The teacher is the key- figure in the educational system. 
It is the teacher's behavior in the classroom situation 
that must eventually be the focua of our attention if w 
are to understand how society th.rowgh its agent, the 
school, and in turn, the school through the person of 50 the classroom teacher, in.f'luenoes the lives ot the children. 
48Ibid. 
-49~., P• 121. 
5%.vighurst and Neugarten, P• 401. 
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Pril'llt\ry socialization thus takes place without the individual 
knowing what is actually happening to him.51 Secondary socialization 
on the other hand, is dependent upon nthe complexity of the division 
of labor and the ooncCll1itant social distribution of knowledge" of 
the society.52 In the United States education is involved in a quite 
extensive process or secondary socialization since it prepares students 
to live in a highly developed am diversified economy. Moreover. the 
sectarian school 1n a pluralistic society with its goal of forming 
religious values has a more extensive obligation in secondary 
socialization. 
The problem which any value education con.fronts, or course, 
arises because it tends to resist new oontent.53 In other words, 
individuals tend to hold on to views of the world and ideas about 
behavior and expected behavioral patterns which they have already 
learned. These are rooted in primary rllations with parents and peers 
which are the most emotionally intense relations a child constructs. 
To displace these early views is to endanger the displacement of 
meaningful others in the chlld•s life. Such a process can come a.bout 
only at great emotional expense to the child • 
.E;arly internalisations are even more problematic if the 
51.Jerger and Luokmann, P• 124. 
52 
.lJ!!!!·, P• l??. 
53 Ih.1!!.·. P• 1?9. 
a.gents 0£ primary socialization, especially the parents a.rri family, 
hold views opposed to the new content of' seoo:rdary socialization. 
Thus, 11to maintain consistency seco:rdary socialization presupposes 
conceptual procedures to integrate different bodies of knowledge. ,,54 
Thia means, for example, that when parents introduce children to 
school they implicitly acknowledge the fact that teachers are able 
to of'f'er their children something which the parents themselves are 
unable to provide. In this 11&1"• parents predispose children for 
secondary socialization. Through grade school this mechanism is 
reinforced at various times when children encounter difficulties 
with the educational institution and its .f'unctionaries. \':hen, 
however, pa.rents reinforce the sohoo1 1s authori"t;y, the procedural 
mechan.ism of predisposition is rein.f'oroed. 
The existence or recognition of significant others in 
seoondar:r education, as in seoorrlary socialization, is not absolutely 
necessary. As Berger and Luckmann empha.sizea 
The teachers need not be significant others in a.n.v sense 
of the word. They are institutional functionaries with the 
formal assignment of transmitting specific knowledge. The 
roles of secondary socialization carry a high degree of 
anonymity, tha.t is, they are readily detachoo from their 
indiv-ldual performers. The same knowledge taught by one 
teacher could also be taught by another. Any functionar-.r 
of this type could teach this type of knowledge. The 
individual functionaries may, of course, be subjectively 
differentiated in various ways (as more or less congenial, 
--
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bctte~ or worse teachers of arithmetic, an35so on), but they are in principle interchangeable. 
i1evertheless there is little doubt tha.t the effectiveness of the 
socialization process will be aided by identi.£ication1 11The teacher 
functions as a socializing agent, tuthermore, in being a model for 
imitation and identification. ,,..56 
The basic lzypothesis of the present study is that although 
sign1:f."ioant others a.re not absolutely necessary for secondary 
socialization, they are undoubtedly aids to this process. Insof'ar 
as the teachers are significant others to the student, the process 
of secondary sooia.lization will be easier for the student and more 
suocess:f'u.1 for the teacher. Horeover, Jesuit educational theory 
puts crucial emphasis on the influence o:f the Jesuit teacher on the 
student in the ppocess of :romation. Thus the teacher is not merely 
a functionary wbo may be slotted to this or that position, but is 
a potenti&l "signi.ficant other" to the students with whom he comes 
in contact. 
It is 1..-nporta.nt, hot·rewr, that the student dOE>s not feel the 
SAllie emotional atta.ohment for t..'ie teacher as he does for the parent. Ii" 
the adolescent does not learn a de~e of detachment f1"'a1 pa.rent...a.1 
authority he vrlll not develop the self confidence necessary for his ow.n 
J3 
proper erowt:i. i'he transference of dependence upon parental authority 
to dependence upon a teacher's authority would definitely hinder 
f avoi"'able en.otional development in the stu:ient. 
This veey basic detachment on the level of ordinary academic 
~tters should be expected. But seota.rian education, where religious 
observance and oomm.iment are important goals, demands a ~ater 
il1tensity of socialization. Thouy)l in the following citation 3erger 
a.i'ld I.uokmann a.re speaking of a peareon entering religious life. it 
aptly applies to the nua.tter of religious education• 
But even short of such transformation, secondary social-
ization becom.es affectively charged to the degree to whioh 
immersion in and oor.mrl.tment to the new reality are 
institutionally defined as necessary. The relationship 
of the individual to the socializing personnel becomes 
correspondingly charged with "signi.fioanoe, IT that is, 
the socializing personnel take on the character of 
signif'icant others vis-a-vis the individual being 
socialized. The individual then eo~~s h.iJrlself in a 
comprehensive •Y to the new reality. 
The importance or.significant others in religious education 
is umersoored by Gabriel Moran I ''But the witness or Christian lite 
rar f'ran. being one of the four ways to tea.ch about Christianity, is 
the conti..TXUing loous of' all religious teach~~· u58 
In summary, secondary socia.liza tion is involved. in secondary 
edt,oa.tion because or the necessity of' i:m.plrting a widely diversif'ied 
store of knowlec!ge. This eomplexi ty is even more marked in sectar-i-M 
,..,.., 
~,., r uerger and .wokmann, P• lJl. 
r.-o 
..J . i.bid•, P• 133· 
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educatio.."l which• because of its :marginal si t-ua ti on, calls for intensified 
measures of socialization which might ba dispensed with in the ordinary 
educational routine. Fin.a1ly, the problem of oontirmity ·with prima.ry 
socializa. tion is oruoia.J.. l-.s !Jerger and Lu.okm.ann comment• 11In 
secondary socialization the present is interpreted so as to stand in a. 
continuous relationship vi th the pa.st, with the tendency to v.inilr..ize 
suoh transform.a.tions as have actually ta.ken place. 1159 'l'hrough a clear 
understanding of this secondary socialization process, our understa.rrling 
of' the effectiveness of Jesuits should be more precise. 
CONCLUSIO.NS 
Before discussing the :methodology of th.is study, let un 
briefly review the theoretical background of this investigation as it 
has been developed in the preceeding pages. 
First, the focus o:t th& present study is the effectiveness 
of Jesuits as teachers in high schools. The problem is interesting 
sociologicall.y both because there has been little study in this a..i."'ea and 
because tbs topic has serious impllaations for the possibility of 
success in sectarian education. 
Second, the problem is ll10re precisely defined as an inquiry 
into the question of whether the schools are doing not only what they set 
5? 
'.~a';1•ie1 :~o:.•a.n, F .3.C., Catechesis of &?J;ela.tion (Jew York• 
Herder, 1966), P• 121. 
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out to do, but whether they are accomplishing what they should 
acccmpllsh. 
Third, the problem takes its relevame £r<m the recent 
criticism of Catholic education, especially that o.t' Greeley and 
Perld.ns. This recent orit.ioism ha.a highlighted the de:f'ioienoy of 
the Catholic schools in the 4l"94S of' development of social attitudes 
a.nd Christian formation. 
Fourth, Jesuits in education have been interested in selt-
study in relation to its projected goals. However, it appears that 
the phllo.sopey of Jesuit education might wll be taken £rom. Vatican II's 
ttDeolaration on Christian Education." Further, the emphasis in 
Jesuit eduoWon is on formation of the student as a fl-ee responsible 
individua.l aware that he is living in a. world with other :men, and 
as a Christian attem.pti.ng to transform that world. 
Fifth, the tour schools to be studied have soow simiJ ari ties 
in their~. especially in their college preparatory curriculum 
and basic similarity in Jesuit a.dm.1n1stration a.rd st.arr. The schools 
differ in their milieu and the problem. arising out oi' these specific 
situations. The students likewise appear to differ, at least 
superficially, in their attitudes a.nd application to the academic process. 
Sixth, the sociological relevance of tho study hinges on the 
socialization process as it has been understood and tlevelopad by 
Charles II01'1:.on Cooley and :..ieorge Herbert lie&d. .:.:>petial concern in the 
socialization proc~ss :ro.s placed in the school as a socializillb ac;ent, 
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which seems to be at the heart of the critioism o:f the Catholic 
schools-that they a.re deficient as socializing agents. 
Seventh, the process of seconiary socialization is 
:f\mdamental to the theoretical understanding of the sociology of 
education. It focuses on the teacher as agent, taking into 
consideration the problems of relating to teachers as significant 
others, continuity between primary sooia]i.zation and its follow-up, 
and the problem of student developn.ent through detachment floom. 
strictly parental authority. Yet, in our adaptation of the concept 
we point to the problems of' sectarian education tmi the necessity 
for the socializing agent to be a significant other to the student. 
- 1 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
1·~'THODS OF J.NQU.mY ___ ......,.. ___ _ 
An understanding of the methodology of the present study 
involves a consideration of the initiating factors, hypotheses, the 
formal.ation of the research project itself, as well as the pilot study 
and the final administration of the questionnaire. 
BACKGROUND 
At the outset, some attention must be given to two questions 
which underlie our investigation. First, why stu.dy these particular 
schools in the Ohio and Hichigan Ire&? Second, how does this study 
figure into the larger sociological study of the Jesuit order of 
which it is a part? 
There can be little question, of course, that a study of 
these four schools would benefit the institutions, faculties, am 
students involved. Moreover, the schools are all subject to one 
administrative jurisdiction an:i thus are easily approachable. 
Certa1.nl¥, both these factors did innuenoe undertaking the present 
study. But these factors of themselves, would neither jwstify nor 
negate the validity of the sociological inquiry that was conducted. 
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As has been pointed out e.u-lier, ff;W studies of sectarian education in 
the United States exist. The four schools studiEHI were judged to be 
representative schools of the Society of Jesus in America and, as 
such, provide an opportunity for studying the possibillt\f am. success 
of American sectarian education. By the very fact that the Society 
of Jesus conducts fifty seconda.:ry schools in the United States, the 
study ot four representative schools in tha.t system can have far 
reaching effects. 
The Jesuit secondary school system itself displayed a manifest 
concern for self-study when, in the school year 1964-65. the faculties 
of Jesuit high schools throughout the United States were asked to 
suggest areas of inquiry for the Fichter study preparatory to the 
Jesuit Educational Association meeting of' August, 1966.60 With the 
help of' these fl'lggestions, Fichter constructed a questionnaire, tested 
it an4, after making necessar,y corrections, administered it to a 
sample of freshmen and seniors in each Jesuit high school in the 
United States which had a four year progl"ui. 61 
The results o:t this study .formed the basis for Fichter's 
Sern Us a Boy published in 1966. Many Jesuits involved in the high 
schools studi.ed :telt, however, maey problems existed in both the 
60Joseph H. Fichter, s,tnd Us a Boy ••• Qs?t §.a.ck a han 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts 1 Cambridge Center for Social Studies, 1966), 
P· e. 
61 Ibid., u-13. 
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questions asked ani t.lie saxt1pling p;i.~ocedures employed. It should be 
recalled that the Fichte.r study was the first official and genuine 
social science research conducted in Jesuit high schools in the 
United States. Obviously, it would be critica.lly scrutinized by 
those whom it affected. Because of a lack of fam1liarity with this 
type of study, Jesuit criticism. was frequently negatiire. 
When, late in 1966. the Society of Jesus ordered a 
sociological study ot its entire organization to be conducted on the 
international, national. and local provincial levels, the Detroit 
Frovince (encOl'!lpassing Ohio and Michigan) decided to study its own 
institutional commitments first. Following the advice of a Province-
wide advisory camn.ittee, questionnaires were to be constructed to 
study the people 'Who were being serviced by Jesuits in Ohio and 
1-a.chiga.n. 
l'he present study, therefore. is one of six parts of this 
Detroit Province sociological self-study. In its first plenary 
meeting, the advisory cOJ!'1lllittee recommended that heavy emphasis be 
giTen to the social attitudes of" the students to be studied. The 
ccamdttee also believed that there was a strong relation between the 
dnelop:n.ent of these student social attitudes and the religious 
fOl'llatinn which was taking place in the schools. 
Areas of inquiry were again sought from Jesuits teaching in 
the four schools during the Fall of 1966 in light of the criticism of 
t.be Fichter study. This quest yielded prelimina.ry questions which were 
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then criticized by young Jesuits in training at Colombiere College, 
Clarkston, Michigan. The results of their replies helped focus attention 
on key areas 'Which appeared to be most promising for investigation. 
Durine the 14inter of 1966 and Spring of 1967 further questions 
were developed by fomer teachers in the high schools who were residing 
at Bell.amine School of Theology, North Aurora., Illinois. These 
preliminary questions and areas of investigation were also evaluated 
by the ori.gina.l Province advisory camni ttee tvrl.ce 1n the Spring of 1967. 
After sifting the previous data of the previous questionnaires 
and other studies related to this investigation, a. rough dra.:f't of 
questions was compeeed during the summer of 1967 which was then 
submitted to a. research team f'ltr criticism. 
While the author had the various other questionna.ires at hand 
as source material in the construction of the research instrument, the 
chief criterion in .formulating the questions was whether or not its 
response could reveal something about the actual activity of the Jesuits 
in relation to the stated objectives in publications or the Jesuit 
Educational Association and of the individual schools themselves.62 
62Pr1nci~l sources for this :material were the research of the 
Fichter report, t~ publication of the Jesuit Eduoa.tional Association, 
The Christian School-A New View (Washington: JEA, 1966h and a 
publication conmissioned by the 1966 JEA. Conference, Adolescence is a. 
Br:W~, a twenty-four page brochure based on the documents of the surnm.er 
oonterence, prepared by Mark Link, S.J., (Ch1cago1 Loyola Press, 1967). 
Besides these more recent documents, other important sources Wll9e John 
w. Donohue, s.J., Jesy;it .§ducation (Hew Yorka Fordham University Press, 
196.'.3) rux3. :teed, Teaching in a Jesuit High School. 
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Thus. from its inception. the study was guided by the key concept of 
the Jesuit high school as an agent of a particular kind of sooiallzaUon. 
When the f'1nal dra.f't of the research instrument was completed, 
copies were sent to members or the Province adllisor,y oOPlld.ttee and the 
administration and faculties of the four high schools to be studied. 
The administrators were asked both jo obtain a sample of students to 
take the questionnaire as a pre-test or the instrument and to analyze 
critically the instrument in light of their experience in teaching 
a.M administration. The project coordinator azxl the author then visited 
each school to confer with the administration and interested faculty 
about the survey instrument. 
After the results of the pre-testing were analyzed a.nd the 
conferences with the high school personnel were evaluated, the 
questionnaire was revised. The responses were oaretully analyzed, some 
questions were revised or rearranged, others were omitted or added. 
The final revised questionnaire is found in Appendix I. 
TESTING THE UNIVERSE 
One or the major complaints about the Fichter study centered 
on the sampling procedure. Specifically, many Jesuits felt that 
11'1.chter's samples were neither representative nor ra.ndomJ hence his 
l'eaul.ts were unreliable. In discussing this problem Fichter remarks• 
Taking into consideration the limited resources at 
our disposal, we felt that we could afford to administer, 
process and aklyze approximately seven thousand. question-
I' 
1. 
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nai?'es for this study. This meant tha. t we would have 
to devise a sample selection arrl could reach somewhat 
more than four out of' ten students (44.25) fl-om each 
level at each school. This rigid sampling procedure 
would unquestionably have provided the most reliable 
national results of the survey, but it had to be 
abaiidoned because it prevented us from obtaining the 
most widely useful lw;!l results envisioned in the 
study •••• 
We aimed at an average of al:x>ut eighty students per 
class per school for ea.oh province. What this me.ant 
in proaotioe is that we administered the questionnaire 
to all the freshmen and seniors in the smaller schools, 
but to somewhat lesg3than one hundred in each class in the larger schools. 
But while the samples taken of individual schools was adll'J.ittedly 
small, the smallness itself was t.ot the chief objection. The ma.in 
difficulty was the lack of control within the sampling procedures 
used by- the local schools. The school administration them.selves 
were le.rt responsible for obtaining a cross-section of the classes 
which were to answer the questionnaire. No uniform sampling procedures 
on the local l:evel were enforced. Thus, at st. Ignatius High School 
in Cleveland, for example, the first and seaenth clasees (out of eight) 
academically ranked, received the questionnaires. Many Jesuits felt 
that a spread of this ld.M oouJ.d not yield accurate results. While 
Fichter has defen:led his sampling procedures and the results of the 
•tmy, the fact remains that the limited confidence with which they 
were received bY many high school personnel bas impaired the study's 
PC>tential. effectiveness. 
63Fiohter, Sezxl Us a Boy, P• 7. 
Confronted with this problem, it was fil.t that the sampling 
procedures must be more caretully controlled. In view of the 
difficulties in high school scheduling and the continual shifting of 
students during the school day, it was decided to test the entire 
student universe rather than a rand.cm and stratilied pample. It was 
also felt that the universe (3200 students) would easily be manageable 
and would give the individual cooperating institutions more detailed 
in.formation about their students. This procedure would also allay some 
potential criticism of •achers in the schools who were unacquainted 
with social science research techniques. 
Consequently, the research questionnaire was answered by all 
the students in the four high schools during the week of November 13, 1967. 
The project coordinator personally supervised the administration in each 
high school. F.ach teacher adl!1inistering the questionnaire was given 
a set of instructions which he was to read to the class and follow 
himself to insure un:U'ormi.t..y in understanding the content of the 
questionnaire.~ Special instructions were given to freshL1Em and 
transfer students with only brief experience in a Jesuit school.~ The 
final results of the questionnaire were coded at John Carroll University 
under the direction of the project coordinator am then tabulated at 
the data processing center of the University of Detroit. 
6l.J.These instructions constitute Appendix II of this thesis. 
As alraady indicated, both the areas of investigation and 
the .tin.al questions of this study were selected on the basis of their 
ability to reveal SOJl19thing about the actml activity of the Jesuits 
in relation to their stated objectives in secondary education. A 
problem. encountered early in the study was 'Whether the stated objectives 
were up-to-date, whether they were the objectives which Jesuits were 
actu.al.ly pursuing in their education. In general, the research team 
felt that the Jesuit Educational Association's statement of policy 
was most inclusive. t'1'hile its statement is different from Vatican II's 
fomulation of educational philosophy, the basic content remains the 
same. Nor was there f'elt to be an:y major discrepancy between the 
areas ot investigation in the present study and the stated objectives 
of the schools as con.firmed in the brochU99s and manuals of the 
schools them.selves. 
HYPOTHESLS 
In view of the literature cited in chapter one and the 
initial reactions f?'Olll the high school teachers concerning the 
socializing aspects of the educational process of Jesuit education, 
the foll.owing ~othesis was proposed for study1 the Jesuit high school 
as an a.gent of socialization inculcates in its students those social 
attitudes much by its philosoph,y it purports to impart. In concrete 
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terms, this means that ,Jesuit effectiveness is related to the social 
attitudes of students insoi'ar as the students have experienced more or 
less ff Jesuit education. 
Inculcation of social attitudes should be an important 
oharaoteristio of the schools' process as a soc1.alizin.g agent. In the 
first place, the Jesuit secondary schools ha.ve enunciated this goal 
as one of supreme importance. Abstractly the goal has little meaning 
if it is not adequately enunciated by the school administration and 
facultyr concretely, one should be able to reasonably expect the students 
to give evidenoe of assimilating the va.lues that are proclaimed. 
Secon:lly, Jesuit education purports to lay heavy emphasis on the 
individual's own oharaoter development through its guida.nce program. 
Such guidance is an important part of the socializing process since 
ea.oh individual as a receiver of gos.J.s mw:st interpret and inculcate 
them in himself. But the adolescent, lacking a wide experience, 
needs help in this area. 
Thirdly, the schools' formal purpose is intellecilual formation 
a.nd sinoe a 1118.jor cooi.ponent of attitudes should be intellectual, the 
school ideally pl.a.ys a major role in attitude formation. 
Fourthly, the three attitudinal areas of public responsibility, 
the school, and religion are key indicators of the stooents' social 
attitudes. If the American system of democratic education has any 
meaning, the school must inculcate favorable attitudes toward public 
responsibility1 when it fails to propagate these values it fails as a 
socializing agent. If a school does not :inculcate responsible 
social attitudes towards the on-going life of its students who 
participate in its own social lif"e, it fails to transmit an :important 
part of the belief system which it holds and abdicates its otrm 
socia.1 responsibility. Fina.lJ.y 1 the a.vowed purpose o:f a. sectarian 
school is to promote the religious denamina.tion 1s 01m belief sysW.:t. 
If the sectarian school does not positively inf'luenoe t.~e beliefs and 
religious values of its students, the institutio~! reason for 
~stenos is negated. 
PHOBU: JS OF ANALYSIS 
Since the emphasis in this study is on the effectiveness 
or Jesuits relative to the social attitudes of the students, we are 
interested in learning whether the students recognize the value 
system which the Jesuits hold and. whether they adhere to it themselves. 
Questions were therefore formulated along these lines and the items 
were specificall;r related to Jesuits when possible in order to isolate 
their in:r.t.uence in the student's lif'e. MoMover, since Jesuit 
education and its philosophy is primarily related to the Church's 
teaching, it is logical to conclude that the social attitudes proclaimed 
in the Church's social doeunents should rind expression 1Jl its 
teaching. Thus two questions were asked directly related to this problem. 65 
65,\ppendix I, question A.J9 and A40. 
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In order to probe the way in which the stuients perceived their 
Jesuit teachers conmunicated these values, we attempted to ascertain 
the student's direct recollection of Jesuit innuence.66 Related to 
this was the question of whether the value system the students were 
being taught connicted with tm attitudes the student possessed 
67 before he became acquainted with Jesuit education. 
At the core of the Jesuit value system one also tims a 
conoemed awareness of material. goods and their use in relation to 
man's proper development and hence his attitude toward material 
success. \fuether this concept is properly imptlrted, or whether it 
is over emphasized was also imrestigated.68 Since an understanding 
of ma.n's interrelatedness is important for proper social formation, 
we also asked if Jesuit innuenoe bad provoked lack or social 
responsibility.69 
To test whether or not the students were helped to develop 
more formulated Christian social attitudes two questions concemed the 
students• own views regarding people of other religions and raoes.70 
66Ibid. , B27. 
67Ib1d., B28. 
68Ib1d • , B29. 
69Ib1d. , B.'.3.'.3· 
70Ibid. 1 B57 and B,58. 
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l'he limits of the present thesis prohibit analysis of all 
the data. collected in the research questionnaire. 'l'hus it was decided 
to select eight items for analysis and, in view of the research 
hypothesis, to compare the responses of the senior and freshmen 
students of st. Ignatius and University of Detorit Hight and the 
Junior and :freshmen classes at st. John's and Walsh, since they did 
not have senior classes at the time the questionnaire was administered. 
In this way the developnent of' the students• social attitudes could 
be related to the number of years of Jesuit education which thq 
had experienced. Moreoeer, by comparing the data from each or the 
fou.r schools, it will be possible not only to construct a picture 
of the attitudes of the total mnber of students involved in the 
study but also to better understand how a particular unit of analysis, 
e.g. Walsh juniors, fit into the average response of the whole 
universe. 
The students 1n tb1a st.1Jd7 ue, aa would be expected, 
predoidnantlr Catholic (96'~). Protestants make up less than two 
per cent of the school enrollments. The two eat.abliahed high 
schools, st. Ignatius am University of Detroit .high, have an]¥ a 
traotion of non-Catholic atl.Jdent.s compared to a i'our percent average 
tor the two ~r schools ('rable 1). :.>inoe tlw latte1• schools opened 
after Vatican II in a more eoanen'ical spirit and were loolr..ed ~n 
aa 'llew1'1 schools, it is l.1ke)J tJat the non-<::atholies felt ro.ore 
ocatortable than 1t t.hey wre, u it might seem, breaking a pracedent. 
in on1 of' tJw established schools. 
The data N'leals that the :tour high schools are overwhe~ 
white with less than two poroent blAok enrol.lment. Table 2 meals that 
three percent of St. John's students identity themselves as non-Caucasian. 
;3uburbia is cal.led hme by a ujorit.y of young people in 
each of the schools, with one out of eJVe'r'T two stu:ienta residing in 
a subu1"ban area. In view of the tact that the tlro newer sohools are 
located in suburban ueas, it is interesting to note that the most 
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TABLE l. - Four school comparative report on the religious preference 
of the studonts. 
Ignatius U. of D. st. John's rJalsh Totals 
u. Catholic 98.1 97.8 ~-2 91.5 96.2 
2. Protestant 0.2 0.8 J.9 4.2 1.8 
3. Orthodox o.o o.o o.o 0.2 o.o 
4. Jewish o.o 0.1 0.6 0.6 0.3 
5. other 1.7 1.3 l.J 3.4 1.8 
Number 1~8 928 6'.36 49'? 3109 
TABIE 2. - Four school oam.pa.rative analysis on racial background of 
the sttrlents. 
Ignatius U. Of D. st. John's ~,ialsh 'l'ota.ls 
1. Caucasian 98.8 97.9 91.0 98.9 98.2 
(imite) 
2. Negro 1.1 1.7 2.5 0.6 1.5 
(black) 
3. other 0.2 c.3 0.5 o.4 O.J 
Number 1~7 926 635 496 Jl~ 
-
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"inner-cityrr of the schools, St. Ignatius, draws nearly seven out of 
ten stuients from the suburbs. As wuld be expected from their locations, 
the two newer schools have a greater representation oi' rural am town 
stuu.ents with one out. or six at st. John's and nearly one out of four 
a. t ~,·alsh oOlld.ng trm. a town or rural area (Table J). 
Just a.s the students would be expected to be mostly Catholic 
so might they be expected to Conte .f':l"om predominantl.y Catholic grade 
schools. As 'l'able 4 indicates almost eighty-two percent of the 
students come from a completely Wa.tholic educational institution while 
four and one-half percent come from a completely public school 
background. Thus the data reveals no substantial change from what 
F'iohter found at st. Ignatius and University of Detroit High in 1966 
where the average of completely Catholic education was eighty-five 
71 percent and seventy-eight percent, respectively at the two schools. 
The students in the present study reveal a grea.t s:Lularit;,; 
in the fathers' educational backgromid, particularly in the nU111ber or 
those attending college after high school am graduating from college. 
There is little dii"ference at St. John •s where a slightly greater 
percentage of fathers ha.s not attended high school and where less have 
pursued ~ degree beyond th~ bachelor's level (Table 5). These statistics 
71Thot!Uls M. Ga.nnon. s.J., unpublished "J .E.A. Survey of Jesuit 
High School Students Detroit Province Comparative n.eport" (Detroit, 1966), 
p. l. 
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TABLE 3. - Four school comparative analysis of residential background 
of the students. 
Ignatius U. o.f D. st. John 1e Walsh Totals 
l. City 28.l 46.2 4,5.2 35.9 38.3 
2. Suburb 69.4 50.3 38.7 40.3 52.B 
J. Town 1 • .5 2.3 7.1 lJ.7 4.8 
4. RuralS 0.9 1.2 8.9 10.l 4.1 
Number l~ 928 63.5 496 3103 
TABLE 4. - Four school canparative analysis of elementary schooling 
of the students. 
Ignatius u. of D. st. John 'e Walsh Totals 
1. All Cath. 87.6 79.7 86.6 72.4 86.6 
2. Mainly 7.8 13.J 6.J a.2 9.2 
Ca.th. some 
public 
3. Half Ca th. 1.4 2.2 o.6 3.4 1.8 
Halt Publie 
4. Mainly pub. 1.2 1.6 1.4 s.o 1.9 
some Cath. 
5. All public o.s 2.6 4.2 10 • .5 J.6 
6. other 1.1 o.6 o.s o.4 o.B 
Number 1~7 9Z'/ 636 497 .3107 
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TA.BI..E 5. - Fov school OCll'lpar&tive analysis of the educational back-
ground or the students' fathers. 
Ignatiws u. ot D. St. John's \tial.8h Total.a 
l. 8th grade 3.J 2.6 2.4 ).2 2.9 
or l•ss 
2. same high a.5 9.5 u.s 6.0 9.0 
aohool 
'• high sohool ~.2 19.1 ~.1 2'.).2 22.5 
graduate 
4 .... ed. 23..5 2? ... 4 23.7 2).4 2).2 
beyond h.s. 
s. college 2.5.6 27.3 27.3 29.2 27.0 
gft)d.uate 
6. grad. or 11+.9 19.2 u.o 14.9 1.5.4 
prot. degree 
beyond baoh. 
Mmber 1~3 928 61l- 496 JlOl 
t,: 
I' 
,I 
!'I ii 
;11,i' 
i,li 
11 ~ ' 
ii 
j,: 
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reveal a close simUarity to J:i'iohter 1s 1966 :f.'indings both at st. 
Ignatius an:i University of Detroit High in the categories of college 
graduate and degrees obtained beyond the bachelor's level. The 1966 
study, however, showed a larger number of fathers who achieved less 
than a high school education. 'Thus it would seem that the educational. 
level of' the fathers of Jesuit high school boys is gradual.11' rising-
even over a two year period.72 
On the other hand, forty-four percent of the students' 
mothers attended school beyond high school, with nearly twenty 
percent or them graduating f:ran college as reported (Table 6). This 
latter tact campares positively with the 1966 data which indicated 
that mothers of students at st. Ignatius and University of Detroit 
High graduated from college at the rate of seventeen percent. just 
one point above the national average for mothers of ~resu.1.t h..i.~h 
school stullents across the c0Ulltl"'3". 
Turning to occupational. backgrounds of' the students• 
families, we find about a quarter of the boys irJiioated that their 
father is a member of one of the professions. Managerial positions 
a.re held by nearly one third of the students 1 fathers. At the other 
end. of the scale less than one out o:f ten fathers is employed in semi-
skilled or unsld.lled occupations (Table 7). The contrast is most 
pointed at University of Detroit High where one out o:t three students' 
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TABLE 6. - .Four school comparative a.nalysis of the educational back-
ground of the students' mothers. 
-
Ignatius U. of D. st. John's Walsh Totals 
1. 8th grade 2.1 2.8 1.7 2.0 2.2 
or less 
2. Some high 7.6 7.3 6.8 5.3 6.9 
school 
). High school 50.t~ 41.2 46.J 47.1 46.2 
graduate 
04. Some ed. 17.1 21.6 20.2 25.1 20.4 
beyond h.s. 
5. College 19.2 20.4 20.7 16.9 119.5 
graduate 
6. Grad. or J.6 6.8 4.J J.6 4.7 
Prof. degree 
beyond bach. 
Number l~f- 928 633 495 .3100 
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T~BU~ 7. - !<'our sc~ool comparative ar.a.lysis of oceupat:!.onal background 
o;f the-students' fathers. 
Ignatius w. of v. .jt. John's 
1. t'ro1~essional 2:;.2 J2.; 13.9 
,., l•ranager or 16.0 15 • .5 15.9 "'-• 
proprietor& 
J. l 1ianager or 
proprietorb 
10.2 a.5 16.2 
4. 
). 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
Sa.las or 13.9 12.8 11.0 
clerical work 
;;>killed era.ft. 14.9 14.7 16.0 
or f or8'11an 
Service worker 6.5 4.1 6.R 
for business 
or profession 
Protective 5.9 J.J z.9 
service 
Semi-ald.lled.J 6.1 s.6 6.8 
maohine op. 
Unskilledr l.5 1.3 l.6 
CCl'l'lllOn lab. 
Other 1.6 1.6 J.9 
:~umber lO'i-e 929 636 
aProprietor of a business employing 25 or more. 
hproprietor or a business employing less than 25. 
:1alsh :'otals 
20.5 2t:. 7 
21.5 16.? 
lJ.J 11.4 
11.:·.l lJ.O 
12.9 llJ .• 8 
5.2 .5.6 
1.2 J.8 
6.8 6.2 
2.2 1.6 
2.2 2.2 
497 3110 
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employed in a semi-skilled or unsidllro capacity. 
Considering ed.uca tional and. occupa t:l.onal ba.okg:t"Ound of these 
students, it is apparent that they represent high status i'amiliss. .l.!l 
summ.a.ry, t."'ien, the majority of students .from t.he pa.rticipatin;; schools 
generally come from families which are white, Catholic, suburban, upper-
ndddle cl.ass. GeneraU,., their parents have been well educated. and.,have 
assumed status employments thus they have been able to provide +heir F"'lns 
with the opport'Wlity to obtain whs.t is considered to be a fairly 
prestigious education in Cleveland and Uetroit. ·niese boys are presently 
studying in an overwhebdngly Catholic atmosphere, though about ten 
pel"Cent of them bad little or no previous Catholic grade school l:lackground. 
Though the present research project does not contain more than 
one item leading to a better understan:iing of parent-student relations, 
this material is helpM tor a deeper appreciation of the data. under 
consideration. For such material we draw on the 1966 J:f'iohter study results 
as analyzed for St. Ignatius and University of Detroit High.73 
On~ question."lttire iteM in the present study is s"'1.tlar to 
Fiohter'a question about the choice of the Jesuit high school related to 
its sOUl"Ce. In Fiehter•s anal.ysis at Ignatius, six percent or the students 
6) 
claimed parental decision as opposed to six and one-half percent in 
Detroit. Thirty percent of Ignatius students and thirty-two percent 
of' the University of Detroit high students claimed themselves as primary 
source or the decision. Agreement by both student and parents was 
responsible for the choice ot a Jesuit high school in .fifty-seven 
percent of the cases at Ignatius and fifty-nine percent at University 
of Detroit High. The present research data indicates a slightly 
higher percentage of agreement. (Table 8) 
Parent-student relations are also demonstrated in Fiohter 1s 
items conceming discussion on family decisions an::i parental help 
in stu::lent use of freedom with responsibility. In these items it is 
clear that Jesuit students come from. a democratic family Waokground 
in which decision making is shared. (Table 9) 
In regard to helping students use freedom with responsibility 
Jesuit students acknowledge considerable help from their parents with 
only a small percentage denying the proposition (Table 10) • This 
response is in accord with the other data presented which indicate 
generally favorable rapport between pa.rents and stu:ients. 
In conclusion, besides the families being white, Catholic, 
suburban, upper-middle class, they also are democratically oriented in 
regard to decisions concerning their adolescents. 
TABLE 8. - Four school comparative analysis on selection process of 
the Jesuit high school. 
Ignatius u. of D. st. John's Walsh Totals 
1. Parental 2.6 .5.5 5.1 9.1 5.0 
decision only 
2. Agreement of 62.4 62.8 60.0 58.2 61.J 
self' & parents 
J. Ma~ my own 32.9 29.8 32.2 J0.9 Jl.5 
idea 
4. other 2.2 l.9 2.7 l.8 2.2 
Number 1~ 929', 633 495 3099 
TABLE 9. - Fichter-Gannon dalysis on decision making involvement of 
students :in family at st. Ignatius ani University of Detroit High 
with :national average. 
Ignatius U. of D. National 
1. Parents always involve student 30.0 .3).0 32.0 
2. They do so most of' the time 42.0 43.0 4.).0 
J. They do once in awhile. ~.o 20.0 20.0 
4. They never involve the student 4.o 4.0 5.0 
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TABIE 10. - Fiohter-Ga.nnon analysis on po.rental help in student use of 
.freed.en with responsibility at St. Ignatius and University of Detroit 
High with national average. 
-
Ignatius u. of D. National 
1. Parents help very much 
.5LO 41.0 .51.0 
2. They help scnewhat JLO 38.0 :n.o 
). They do not give much help 11.0 9.0 io.o 
4. They give no help at all s.o 5.0 3.0 
5. They oppose it 2.0 7.0 J.O 
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CONCLlJSION 
This oh.apter attempted to provide the methodological background 
of the present study and some 0£ the suppositions underl,ylng the 
sooiological relevance of' the investigation for the high sohools 
involved.. l'h.e rat.her length¥ prooess of preparation of the research 
instrument has indicated both the wide participation of many of the 
interested parties and the careful scrutiny of the questionnaire items. 
The decision to test the entire student population of these schools 
rather than a sample was based on the manageability of the universe and 
on the advisability of offering more detailed results to the institutions. 
In view of the sampling problems involved in the Fichter study- this 
decision should help to gain support tor the conclusions or the study. 
The content of the questionnaire has been caref'ully screened to ensure 
that it corresporlis to the Jesuits• stated objectives in the educational 
process. Finally, the eypotheses whioh will be tested in this inquiey" 
have centered on the school as a sooia.lizing agent and its Jesuit 
f"aculty•s influence on the development of social attitudes. 
CHAPTER IV 
HIGH SCHOOL ~'l'UDENTS 
According to Harvanek, the key to understanding the Jesuit 
philosophy' of education is its dedication to the teachings of the 
Chu.roh. ?4 'rhe first set of student social att1 tu.des to be analyzed 
thus concems the Church's social doctrine. 
AT'fITUDES TO CHURCH'S SOCIAL T.EACHll~G 
Obviously, if the students are to understa.m their social 
responsibility as it is understodd according to their teachers and 
enunciated by tho Church, they must first be exposed to it. The time 
which is most appropriate for this kind of indoctrination would seem 
to be the weekly religion classes. Table 8 indicates that generally 
sevent out of ten students stated that the Church's social teachings 
"Wel'€> taucht to tlv:>in, wh5..l<: less than one out of ten .felt thet this 
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subject received no specific attention. Moreover, it is clear from 
Table 9 that in all the ehools but Walsh more than twice as many 
upperclassmen as fresbr.ien stated tb9.t the social teachings of the 
Church had been taught the.ni. At vial.sh, however, three out oi' ten 
freshmen repo1-t that much attention is given to these teachings-a 
considerab]Jr higher rfoport by .freshmen th.an in the other tlu-ee schools. 
Interesting]Jr enour;h, Walsh's upper classmen, to only a slight]Jr higher 
degree than the .freshmen, report much attention to the Church's teaching. 
In re~ard to the hypothesis of this study, then, the situation in whioh 
TABI.E u. -Four school comparative response to question of how much 
attention the social teachings of the Church I'Ggarding social responsibility 
received in religion classes. 
Ignatius U. of D. st. John'e Walsh Totals 
l. Ifuch 22.1~ 29.; 24.'+ )6.0 27.0 
2. Some 45.9 41.7 44.6 l:4.J 4'+.l 
3. Little 23.0 2#.0 2l.J 14.,9 21.7 
4. No Attention 8.7 l}.9 9.7 4.9 7.1 
Number lOOlJ. 90'.3 587 461 29.55 
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TABLE 12. -Four school compuative response tip top and bottom class to 
question or bow 11t1ch attention the social teaoh.ings of the Church 
Nguding aoo1al responaib111ty reoeived 1n riellg1on classes. 
Ignc.tius u. of D. !;t. tTOhn 'r: ;falsh 
Sen. rr. Sen. :<':r. -. Fr. Jtm. :.l'r. 
l. Zuch 34.l l.2.9 16.z 19.7 1J.2.2 l0.6 35.2 J0 • .5 
2. 3ome 50.5 µ6.0 1~.1 43.7 42.7 4J.I+ .51.14' 4).0 
). Littlf~ Jl.6 ~.7 ia.e 28.6 12.2 26.8 ll.9 17.2 
4. Mo attention l.B 18.4 0.9 7.9 z.s 19.2 1.4 9.:; 
Nll'llber 220 'Z/2 223 .213 .192 198 l!!-J l.5l 
TAal..o.1 13• -JO'Ul" sollool oomparativei respoW10 to question o! ho\: ~uch 
attention the eooial tae.chinge of t.lw Church reg&.l'd~ soc!Al resµMSi?:Uity 
receive in ~es other than Nllgiun • 
Ignatius u. ot D. .St.. John's wal.sh l'otals 
1. Huch .5.2 6.3 8.6 6.) 6.4 
2. S<me ')1.6 hl.7 39.5 42.1 )'!.!> 
3. Little LH).6 'n.1 )A.8 40.l~ '~0.6 
4. r:o attention 2.2 • .5 10.J 13.l u.1 1~.1 
:h:imbel" 967 9-0tt .582 4t:f> .,,..,, 29ll 
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a.n average of eighty-four percent of the upperclassmen respond that much 
or same attention is given to the Church's social doctrine wuld indicate 
that during the students 1 Jesuit high school education they have received 
a.n increasing exposure to these doctrines. This is nt0re apparent when 
one canpares the finding that an average sixty-one percent of the 
f'reshrt&n felt the social teachings received much or some attention, 
wlile :fourteen percent indicated the social teaching received no attention 
at all. 
As indicated in Table 13,, however• this attention to the 
social teachings of the Church, is almost exclusiveq relegated to the 
religion classes. In a c<XDpOsite view of the schools less than seven 
percent of the students said that the social teachings of the Church 
received much attention While double that number (14%) indicated that 
they received no attention at all in the other classes. 
Returning to the hypothesis• Table 14 suggests that more 
of the upperclassmen (45% upperclassmen vs. 551; for freshmen) felt 
that the social teachings receive less attention in their other classes 
outside of religion. On the other hand, only ten percent of the upper-
classmen say that no attention is given to the social teachings in their 
other classes. while a slightly higher twelve percent of the freshmen 
report this to be the oase. Thus 1 it does not appear that an appreciable 
difference exists for those students who have experienced Jesuit education 
for a. longer t:ime with regard to the attention given the social teachings 
r 
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TABLE 14. -Four school comparative response by top and bottom class to 
question of howmuoh attention the social teachings o:f the Church regarding 
social responsibility receive in classes other than religion. 
Ignatius U. of D. st. John's Walsh 
Sen. Fr. Sen. Fr. lun. Fr. Jun. Fr. 
1. Much 4.5 7.0 6.7 6 • .5 9.4 10.2 4.J s.7 
2. Sane 35.9 44.8 39.9 so.9 39.0 48.5 40.4 42.3 
3. Little 4J.6 36.7 44.4 32.2 40.l 29.6 40.4 36.9 
4. No attention 15.9 ll.5 8.9 10.J ll.5 ll.7 14.9 12.1 
Number 220 Z?O 22). 214 192 196 141 149 
of the Church in classes other than religion. Only University of Detroit 
high seniors and st. John's juniors indicate a response in the direction 
of the hypothesis. On the face of it, therefore, the situation im.ioated 
by Table 14 does not seem extraordinary, since the place for the social 
teachings is most clearly the religion class. Yet in view of Jesuit 
secordary education's emphasis on college preparation with concentration 
on language and literature studies, it was expected that more upper-
classmen would have indicated more general exposure to social teachings 
1n these classes. Still, the responses do verity the lzypothesis. 
'While it is clear that the students feel that the social teachings 
of the Church are taught to ~icula.rly in religion classes-it was 
desirable to probe this finding further and to inquire whether the 
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students perceived that their Jesuit teachers specifieall.v had attempted 
to communicate a set of Christian social valU&s. This factor is much 
more clearly related to the study1s hypothesis. Table 15 indicates that 
almost nine out of ten students believe their Jesuit teachers made much 
or some effort to impart a set or social values, while a small number 
of students denied any effort in this direction by the Jesuits. 
But is there a relation between the length of explrl'i.enae 
with the Jesuits and the students• recognition of and developoent in 
social attitudes? 1'e..ble 14 supplies the be.sic comparative data 
between freshmen and upperclassmen. 
TABLE 15. -Four school Ca!1par&t.1ve response to question whether 
Jesuits tried to CClllmunioate a set of Christian social values. 
Ignatius u. of D. st. John's Walsh 
1. Huch 46.5 S!i.5 40.5 52.5 
2. Some 43.0 36.0 45.9 39.6 
J. Little 8.5 e.5 9.l} 5.9 
4. ifot a.t all 1.9 0.9 4.2 2.0 
Number 92:? 905 593 444 
Totals 
48.7 
40.9 
8.3 
2.1 
2869 
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TABLE 16. -Four school comparative response by top and bottot1 class to 
question whether Jesuits trled to earimnurl.cate a set of Christian social 
values • 
• 
Ignatius u. of D. st. John's Walsh 
Sen. Fr. Sell. Fr. Jun. Fr. Jun. Fr. 
1. Much 53.8 45.1 56.6 53.8 48.0 )8.2 63.7 46.5 
2. Some 36.3 42.3 33.2 37.2 41.6 44.4 32.2 39.4 
J. Little 7.6 10.4 8.8 7.5 a.9 10.1 4.1 8.7 
4. Not at all 2.2 2.2 l.J 1.5 1.5 7.3 o.o 5.5 
Number 223 132 Z26 199 202 178 l!-i-6 l27 
At Ignatius no developMmt is apparent, though there is an 
eight percent difference in the nmiber of seniors who believe that Jesuits 
show much effort to impart social values. In both senior and freshmen 
6l"Oups there appears a eonsta.nt two percent who see no Jesuit effort at 
.'.ll.1 in this area. 
University of Detroit high results show a slight three percent 
:rtore seniors than freshmen who see specific Jesuit effort to impart social 
values. When the top two ea:tegories a.re combined there is a slight one 
percent edge in favor of the fl"eshmen. Thus, there se911s to be no 
apparent developuent here as the hypothesis would predict. 'lbere is, 
lL~ew:tse, no increase or substantial decrease in the one peroent of the 
students who believe their Jesuit teachers expend no effort along these 
lines. 
Differing from. the two established schools, St. John's 
students show a ten percent increase in the juniors who believe the 
Jesuits attempt to oonmnmicate social values. .b;ven in the oa:tegory 
of those who think the Jesuits -~ no effort. there is a. six percent 
de~se between freshmen and upperclassmen in favor of the hypothesis. 
It is apparent that this direction in the statistios from st. John's 
is more pronounced because of the low score of St. John's .freshmen 
when oompared to the other three schools. .Evidently a greater impression 
along these lines is ma.de earlier in the other schools. 
Walsh juniors record an emphatic response to the question with 
sixty-four percent answering that the Jesuits there give much attention 
to social teaching. This fi.gure indicdtes a seventeen percent difference 
with the Walsh freshmen. When the first two scores are combined, 
ninety-six percent or the upperclassmen compared to eighty-six percent 
of the .freshmen indicate that their Jesuit teachers show much or some 
effort in imparting a set of social values. At the other end o£ the 
scale six percent of the Walsh freslnen believe Jesuits show no eftort 
at all. Hence, at W&lsh the hypothesis that greater experience of Jesuit 
education should correlate with high recognition of social attitudes is 
verified. 
In the end, then, the ~thesis of the study is not solid.1..v 
verified at st. Ignatius nor at University 0£ Detroit High, but is 
veri:f'ied at st. John's ar.rl Walsh. 
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These findines could be explained several ways. !?irst, l'.t 
the tt.ro new schools there is a. general absence of previous f a.:1il:iari t:;r 
with the Jesuits on the part of the students, whereas in the older sohools 
there is the possibility of a greater pre-conditioning to Jesuit values 
because of the greater publicity of their established traditions. IIowaver, 
sinae the Walsh freshmen oorapare favora.bly to the Ignatius freshmen, this 
explanation does not seem applicable. A second answer mig.'1t be tha ~ the 
specific group o:f Jesuit teachers at the four schools accoi.mts for the 
differences in their manner of adapting to the Jesuit philosopey of 
education. Since all the students do display an awareness of the Church's 
social teachings, it seans that they do communicate these values, but they 
do this in their own "Wlcy" according to the needs o£ tho individual schools. 
On the other band, part of the explanation of the difference 
in the students• response could lie in the young people's social background. 
::->tudents who reside in the larger metropolitan areas from Wich Ignatius 
an::i University of Detroit high draw their enrollments could be more 
sensitive to the sooial. situation in the school's own neighborhood and feel 
that the Jesuits should be raald..ng more ef.f'ort in this area.. Hence, the 
students might be inclined, as upperclassmen, to be more critical of their 
Jesuit teachers. 
However, in controlling the data for residence, this latter 
explanation does not seem plausible. There is no appreciable dit'ferenoe 
between the old and new high schools in a city proper-suburban. split 
(~ables 18 and 18) • Onl,y in the response from 1lalsh do we see a surprising 
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difference (16%) between the juniors and freshmen who reside in the oit;r 
proper, when the soores are polarized. Among the suburbanites, the ~t. 
John's students, in a polarized schema, demonstrate a fifteen percent 
dif.fo1~once b0tw-et"ln juniors and freshmen. Thus no generalization can be 
adduced concerning the relative success in attitude formation of the 
students on the basis of residence. 
'(AJ3IE 17. -l•our school cC111pa.ra tive analysis b;r top and bottom class of 
oity dwellers on question whether Jesuits tried to comnnmioate a set of 
Christian social values. 
Ignatius u. of D. .:>t. John 1s ~Jalsh 
..>en. Fr. Sen. F'r. Jun. Ii'r • Jun. Fr. 
l. Huoh ;6.9 50.9 54.5 45.9 45.8 40.J 62.3 40.6 
2. Some 35.3 3?·7 33.1 42.4 43.7 44.'-'\ 37.7 1~3.7 
3. Little 5.9 5.7 10.7 10.6 10.4 7. :s o.o 9.4 
~-. Not at all z.o 5.7 1.7 1.2 o.o 5.2 o.o 6.2 
Humber 51 53 l2l 85 96 77 53 32 
Correlative to this qastion is the prior social attitudes held by 
the students before coming to the Jesuit hil!.h school. .:n other words, do 
th~ social values comMU.nicated by the Jesui'ts conflict with the students' 
previous value system. As Table 19 indicates, only one out of twelve students 
felt that their previous value system. conflicted with what the Jesuits 
presented. At the other end of the scale one out of four students rG!Jorted 
th.at there was no conf'J.iot at all. Roughly sewm out of ten students, 
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TAJU 18. -Four school comparative ana.J..ys:ts by top and bottom class of 
suburbar.J.tes on question whether Jesuits tried to ca..nmunica.to a. set of 
Clu"istia.n social valuec. 
Ignatius u. of .J. st. John's ;,Jalsh 
Sen. Fr. 3en. r. 11.ll1. Fr. Jun. Fr. 
1. I'•UCh 53.6 41.7 1>0.4 )9.4 J.7.4 40.3 ,. ~ , 47.4 0.?•0 
2. Some 36 ., •J 45.a j2.7 ~J.O 11-3.4 35.s 29.5 40.4 
3. Little 7.7 ll.'? 5.9 5.7 6.6 13.4 4.9 
4. Not at all 2.4 O.B 1.0 1.9 2.6 10.4 o.o 
Number 168 120 101 106 76 67 61 
TABLE 19. -Four school ecxnparative response to question whether social 
values prior to high school were in connict with those which Jesu.."'..ts 
made a.n e.t'f ort to communicate. 
I(1lat1us u. of J.J. ~t. John's ~fa.lsh. Totals 
1. l·Iuoh 7.1 7.2 9.5 8.7 8.4 
, 2. So!a.e 31.9 28.8 35.7 37.1 Jl.2 
Little JJ.3 Yh7 J0.4 28.4 J. J0.9 
4. t~Ot a.t all 24.4 27.2 20.0 zz.7 *'i 
5. Jesuits made 3.3 2.0 4.3 3.1 4.'l 
no effort 
~iumber 885 889 560 423 2757 
7.0 
.5.3 
57 
( 
I 
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TABLE 20. -Four school comparative response by top and bottom class to 
question whether social values prior to high school were in confiict with 
those which Jesuits made an effort to conmmnioa.te. 
Ignatius U. of D. st. John's Walsl 
Sen. Fr. sen. IFr. Jun. Fr. Jun. Fr. 
1. Much 6.4 6.7 6.2 9.1 10.7 8.9 4.8 a.3 
2. Some 36.4 32.0 1'-.2 22.6 37.2 1'-.4 35.6 31.5 
3• Little 31·9 28.o 36.4 39.8 J.5.7 2J.6 JJ.6 l.9.4 
4. Not at all 22.3 2a.7 21.8 26.9 13.8 26.l 23.9 )4.3 
,5. Jesuits made 3.2 4.7 L.J 1.6 2.6 7.0 2.1 6.5 
no ef'fort 
Number 220 150 225 186 196 157 146 108 
however, admit sane conflict. This factor would indicate that at least 
some development has taken place in a great num.ber o;f students. 
In the brealo:iown for the individual schools as presented in 
Table 20, there SeB't1S to be no remarkable devi.&tions or progress in the 
Ignatius statistics. University of DetDoit high seniors, however, report 
a five percent increase over the freshmen who thought there was at least 
some conflict. At the S4l!le time, there was a five percent decrease amont 
the University of Detroit high seniors in canparison to freshmen who 
thought there was no con£lict at all. 
Scores :frcl!1 st. John's indicate a seven percent higher combined 
score of the first two items as ccmpa.red to the ·~./alsh juniors. OVer-all 
the St. John's juniors indicate in eight out of ten cases that sane coni'lict 
L 
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exists. l;Jore irlportantly • there is a thirteen percent decrease in the 
number of st. John's juniors 'Who felt there was no conflict at a.11 in this 
area. Again it appears that th.ere is a greater recognition of the Jesuits• 
social values by students who have had a Dnger relationship ldth theli:. 
Table 20 thus indicates that tho students from both St. John's 
am Walsh verify the 1\vPothesis. The rial.sh juniors register a two percent 
indication that Jesuits made no effort in this area in oon·trast to six 
percent of the freshmen. What is interesting in this statistic is that no 
Walsh jtmiors made this response to the previous question. 
In appraising this particular questionnaire item am. the 
resulting answers, it appears that there is a definite conflict in social 
values between what the students possessed prior to their Jesuit education 
arrl what they f'im. their Jesuit teachers holdJ Table 19, for example 
indicates that only one quarter of the students generally deny a?zy' conf'liot 
or believe Jesuits made no effort in this area. The relevance of this 
data to the hypothesis is the clear in::lioation that there is a recognition 
by the students of some con:f'11ct and hence a clear opportunity for the 
Jesuit teacher as a socializing agent to influence this aspect of the 
student's education. Further, the ditrerenoes bet.wen the senior and 
:f'resbm.en scores are in a direction favorable to the }zypothesis. 
1lil 
'lj1 
11 I', 
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ATTillDE TGlARD SUCCESS 
Jesuit educators, following the Spiritual liixercises of their 
founder, Ignatius of l.Qyola., work on the principle that material goods 
are to be used by men to help them toward their eternal goal. Insofar as 
these mater:ta.l goods hinder this end they are to be set aside by the 
individual. Since this concept of the proper use of mater:ta.l goods is a 
key element in the Jesuit philosophy- of education it was felt that this 
itaa. should also be tested. U Jesuits ware unable to impart such a 
basic attitude toward material success, then their effort in the develop11ent 
of social attitudes of their students would be weakened. The question was 
concretely posed in terms or whether Jesuits emphasized too much the goal 
of material success. 
TABLE 21. -Four school comparative response to question whether Jesuits in 
high schools emphasize too much the goal of material success. 
Ignatlus u. of D. st. Jolm's Walsh Totals 
1. Strongly agree 4.7 s.6 a.o 7.7 6.1 
2. Agree ll.4 l,5.6 i5.3 i7.9 14.5 
J. No opinion )O.J 25.5 36.5 ;2.7 JQ.4 
4. Disagree l.!4.2 41.9 31.5 32.0 J9.0 
5. Strongly disagree 9.5 u.4 8.7 9.6 9.9 
Number 921 897 587 428 2833 
TAJ!E 22. -Four school cooipa."l'.'ative response by top and bottom. class to 
question whether Jesuits in high schools emphasize too much the goal of 
:material success. 
J. No opinion 
4. Disagree 
5• Strongly 
disagree 
Number 
Ignatius 
Sen. Fr. 
3.6 5.1 
:is.6 6.7 
20.9 42.7 
47.8 36.5 
22A- 178 
& 
U. of D. St. John 1s Walsh 
Sen. l:i'r. Jun. l''r. Jun. ?r. 
8.4 2.6 4.5 
15.5 lJ.6 16.4 13.2 16.4 19.6 
17.3 36.1 28.9 43.7 28.8 JS.4 
46.o 36.1 35.; 25.9 JJ.6 30.4 
226 191 201 174 146 112 
In the over all view ot the four schools there is a wide spread 
of opinion ('l'able 21). In the polar views on:Iy six percent of the students 
strongly &o"'l"ee that the Jesuits emphasize material success too much, while 
ten percent strongly disagree. When the scores for the two sides of the 
scale a.re combined, ro~ two out or ten students agree and. five out of 
ten students disagree. with a noticeable three out of ten students holding 
no opinion. 
Relative to this stutl;y•s bwothesis it appears that while Jesuit 
teachers are basioa.lly communicating an attitude toward material. success 
consistent with their philosophy to hal:f' of' the students• there remains a 
sizable number tmo .f'ind their teachers' position unclear enough that they 
are unable to make a ~t. ·ro probe this f'1nd1ng :f'urt.b.er, 1 t will 
be helpful to ana13ze the individua1 1school 1s scores as presented in 
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Table 22. 
':'h.e Ignatius figures confirm the direction o:r the research 
lzypothesis, t...'lou.g..1. not "t.'1.t1out qua.lifica.tion. Si.xty perce!l.t of the 
seniors and ro~five peroent of the :f'reshm.en disagree with the idea 
that theh· teachers stress ms.teria.1 success too much. On the other hand. 
ni."ll.eteen percent of the seniors anCt 1...-welve percent of the ;f'res:hmen agree 
with the idea under diseussion. Another factor indicated in l'a.ble 22, 
ho-vrover, is that. twice as many freshr.1en a.o seniors ha.ve no opinion 
regart"ling Josu.i.t attitudes tmmrd ma.terUi.1 success. This .finding seems 
to iniicate that a.t least the Jesuit view has come across to the seniors 
more clearly than to the freshmen. ~Che Igaatius student response also 
conf'ims the eypothesis by indicating that there is a growth in the 
student view consequent to longer experience of Jesuit education. 
Generally, the university of Detroit results also tend to 
s·apport t.h.e direction of the l\VP()thesis by :Uxtloa.ting a greater number 
o:t seniors than freshmen who di.sagree w.1th the stated position and a 
si~ler number of seniol"S who have no opinion. 
~'t. John 1 s students tend to V'Ol"i.f".f the h1'pothesis that longer 
experience with Jesuit education correlates with a developaent of social 
attitudes. walsh students follow· the sae pattern. But in com.pa.1~ison 
with the otller tll1'6e high schools, ::Jalsh does not show as much of a 
olarU'ication ot student views in the no opinion category. It would appear, 
th.en, that this response category might better reveal the cla.r:U"ica:i#ion of 
the Jest.it position and hence the deve1opnent of student views as they 
advance in high school. 
8J 
In summary, the data indicates that the Jesuit faculties of the 
four participating schools did not generally emphasize material success. 
It is also apparent, howver, that the values the Jesuits communicated 
were consistent to their philosoplzy' and tradition in the attitudes toward 
material success and the use of material goods and that the students 
evidenced their own attitudes in a direction supporting the study1s 
hypothesis. 
ATTITUDES TO SOCIAL RESPONSD3IUTY 
cne of the focal points in Harvanek's teeatment of Jesuit 
education is that the student ll'lUBt understand that he is a man among men 
in the world and, hence, that he must assume the social responsibilities 
consequent upon his basic rel.a tionships. Thus one of the survey i tams 
asked whether students agree or disagree that Jesuit education has been 
very individualistic in its orientation as opposed to emphasizing social 
responsibility. 
The results of this query are reported in Table 23. Generally, 
seventeen percent of the students feel their education too individualistic, 
while forty-six percent report an emphasis on social :responsibility. A 
solid th.ircy-six percent of the students indicate that they have no 
opinion. Again the crucial area of anazysis sems to lie in the no 
opinion category. 
Variations between freshmen and upper classm.en are slight except 
at Walsh• here there is an eight percent increase in the juniors• response-
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TABLE t'). -Four school eompa.ra:tive response to question whether Jesuit 
education has been very individualistic in its orientation. 
Ignatius U. of D. st. Jolm's Ualsh Totals 
l. Strongly agree 4.4 3.8 5.9 7.5 4.99 
z. Agree 10.9 12.7 u.s 15-7 12.4 
3. No opinion 35.4 31.6 43.5 39.5 J6.4 
4. Disagree J8.0 39.3 28.0 29.3 35.1 
5. StrongJ.3' u.2 12.6 10.8 ?·9 u.1 
tH ..... ---ee 
Number 910 890 575 413 2788 
TABLE a!t. -Four school ccmpara.tive response by top and bottom class to 
question whether Jesuit education bas been very individualist in its 
orientation. 
Ignatius U. ot D. st. John's Walsh 
Sen. Fr. Sen. Fr. Jun. Fr. Jun. Fr. 
1. Strongly agree 2.7 6.9 4.4 4.3 s.o 9.9 6.9 7.7 
2. Agree 10.J 6.9 11.9 s.1 12.0 10.8 18.2 9.6 
). No opinion 25.1 46.2 2J • .5 38.9 27.0 .52.4 36.4 l.t-1.3 
4. Disagree 46.2 30.1 47.3 .)2.9 38.5 17.9 30.0 32.7 
,5. Strong]3 15.7 9.8 12.8 15.7 17 • .5 10.9 8.4 8.6 
disagree 
Number 223 173 226 18.5 200 164 143 l~ 
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a finding against the direction of the h,ypothesis. In the combined scores 
expressing disagreement. Walsh again stands out as the only institution 
which negates the hypothesis. In the other three schools there is a 
strong develop:tent between the freshmen aJXl juniors and seniors as 
indicated in Table 2J.I.. Likewise, in the no opinion category, the Walsh 
scores show the least amount 0£ clarification on the pa.rt or the upper-
classmen. On a. comparative ba.<>is, therefore, scme presently unknown 
factors exist at :/alsh which point to the fact that the Jesuit teachers 
do not comm.mtlcate a concern for social responsibility to the same degree 
as they do in the other schools. 
J.n summary, the data obtained from the inquiry about Jesuit 
mphasis on im1t1duaJjsm vs. social responsibility has indicated that 
the Jesuit teachers in the !oar schools general.J.3r do convey a. concern. for 
social responsibility. Further, in all the schools except Hal.sh, the 
hypothesis of this st"Udy is substantially veri.tied so that a clear 
indication of development or attitudes is shown to be possible. 
ATTTIUDES TO OI'lIBH REI...:IDIONS 
If Mary Perkins Ryan's criticism. ot the Catholic schools' lack 
of contemporary relevance is correct, the..'rl stu.ients develop a siege 
mentality lddch pushes tJlEm1 ever deeper into what might be called a 
"Catholic ghetto." I£ this is the case with Jesuit secondary education, 
the Jesuits will not have succeeded in imparting their philosop}\y of 
education to their students unless they prepare the boys rd th the cri tioa.l 
understanding of the pluralistic world around them. Thus the present 
study is ooncerne<l wit.h learning whether Jesuit teachers helped their 
students to develop a. better understanding regarding people of other 
religions. 
In the £our schools an average of seventy-eight percent of the 
students rela.te that their Jesuit tea.ohers did attempt to develop better 
understarxiing of other religions. Fifteen percent of the students reported. 
this attempt occured only rarely. Six percent of the students said the 
Jesuits never attempted to develop this better understanding in them. 
The data indicate, then, that the Jesuits did make an eftort to in.culcate 
same positive values in t.his a.ttJ.tudina.l area.. 
TABLE 25. -Four school cappar&tift response to question whether Jesuits 
tried to help develop better understanding regarding people of otheza 
religions. 
Ignatius U. of D. st. John's ~fa.lsh. Totals 
1. Otten 2lh9 35.7 35.7 41.9 33.2 
2. Sometimes 47.3 46.9 42.4 37.6 44.7 
3. Rarely 30.9 12.5 lJ.l u.a is.2 
4. Never 6.2 4.5 6.9 6.J .s.8 
5. Does not apply 0.7 0.5 1.8 2.4 1.1 
Number 867 891 566 415 Zl39 
Turning to the school-by-school brealltown on this question 
{Table 26}, we see that Ignatius, Un.1versity of Detroit High, and st. 
John's all verify the h3Pothesis; Walsh runs contrary to it. The fact 
that o:t the f'our schools Walsh has the highest percentage of students who 
are not Catholic makes the results of this question more interesting. It 
would be expected that these students would be an aid in helping to 
develop better understanding regarding people of other religions. 
A'rl'ITUDES TOWARD RACE 
Another of' the areas in which Jesuit high school students would 
be expected. to tom a positive social attitude is the problem ot race. 
Since the enrollments or the tour schools are predominantly Caucasian, 
it is all the more necessary that this attitude be investigated as an 
indicator o:t the students' over-all social attitmes and values. As 
background for the data to be presented here results of the 1966 Fichter 
study involving Ignatius and University of Dett-oit High provide interest. 
Fichter inquired about the extent to which the school gave 
freshmen and seniors better racial attitudes. His data indicate a denial 
of the present research h,ypothesis at both schools which follow the 
national average of his sample (Table 27). 
Fichter was able to spaoify the racial attitudes more precisely 
than the present study. A.s a result be inquired about student attitudes on 
integrated housing, which are a :furt.her oonfirma.tion of the over-all 
attitude toward race already established (Table 28). Again Fichter 1s 
data are away :f'rom the expectations of the present research ~othesis. 
r 
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TA.BIB 26. -Four school comparative response by top and bottom class to 
question whether Jesuits tried to help develop better understandine 
regarding people of other religions. 
I.rna.· l:.ius U. a,. D. ;;t. John's ;;JJ .1.sh 
Sen. Fr. sen. Fr. Jun. Pr. Jun. Fr. 
l. Often 28.1 19.8 40.7 2#.5 32.J J?.2 39.4 42.l 
2. SometimeE 46.5 48.4 45.1 .5'.3-7 54.2 31.7 39.4 Jl.6 
3. Ra.rel¥ 20.3 21.0 9.7 ll.7 8.J 17.l 13.1 lJ.2 
4. Never 3.7 9.6 3.9 9.0 4.2 12.2 s.a 5.B 
5. Does not 1.4 l.J o.4 l.l i.o 1.8 2.2 2.2 
ann1v 
Number 217 157 226 188 192 164 137 ll4 
TABLE ?:?· -Fichter-Gannon oompara.tive analysis on extent to which school 
gave f'reshnen and seniors better raoia1 attitudes at St. Ignatius and 
University or Detroit High with national average. 
Ignatius u. of D. High Hations.l 
Sen. F'r. Sen. Fr. Sen. Fr. 
l. Given very much B.O 35.0 23.0 25.0 20.0 25.0 
2. Given somewhat 31.0 33.0 21.0 29.0 2s.o 29.0 
3. Given more or less 16.0 17.0 is.o 14.0 18.0 18.0 
4. Given very little 17.0 5.0 e.o 12.0 12.0 10.0 
5. Given hardly at zs.o 10.0 20.0 20.0 22.0 17.0 
all 
,, 
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rAm.L 28. -Fichter-Gannon ompa.rative a.nal1Bill on f'reslnen and senior 
attitw:les touard laws for integrated housing at St. Ignatius and Univers1t7 
or Detroit High with national average. 
IgnatiU& u. ot D. Higb Natimal 
:Jen. li'r. Sen. .Fr. .Jen. Fr • 
l. Appron than :30.0 Y/.O 23.0 28.0 39.0 )6.0 
2. D1sapprove them .51.0 4-0.o 50.0 44.o 40.o )8.0 
). Neutral. about thaa u.o 16.0 20.0 23.0 15.0 18.o 
4. Do not know 6.o 6.0 7.0 s.o 6.0 e.o 
TABLE 29. -Fiohter-aannon oompantive ~ of attittdea ot f'loeahaen 
and seniors tomM the !leg:ro Civil R:lghta Movaent at st.. Ignatius and 
Universi:t7 of Dett-oit High wit.h nat.1anal average. 
Ignatiua U. of D. High ?iational 
Sen. Fr. Sen. Fr. s-. Fr. 
l. APP1'0" it 48.o 45.0 52.0 48.o s.s.o 51.0 
2. Dis&ppl"OV'e it 35.0 21.0 2).0 32.0 Z'/.O 28.o 
). Neutral about it 13.0 )J..O 20.0 17.0 16.0 18.0 
4. Do not know 4.o 3.0 5.0 3.0 2.0 ).0 
At both schools there 1a at 1-ut a five peroent drop in approral :rrm 
f'l"eslnen to sen:S..or year am an eleven percent inCNue 1n disappranl at 
Ignatlua am six peroent 1noreaae at Univei-sity ot Detroit. 
When qu.eationed about the !iepo Ci'ril Rights movement at that 
ti.me (1965-66) students at UniV91'811:.y' or :Detroit rupcmded acoording to 
the present reaea.rch biypothHis while Ignatius students, following their 
r----------. 
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pattern show a greater increase in disapproval rather than approval 
(Table 29). 
Students at both schools showed themselves more approving of 
rao:l.a.l:cy- integrated schools when Fichter inquired about that. The data 
(Table JO) in:iicates that in this area the lzypothesis or the present study 
is confirmed with the seniors showing attitudinal develop1umt as expected 
by the schools. Fichter's own judgment on the results obtained indicated 
that he questioned. whether the moral values underlying these attitudes 
were understood and explained by the faculty in the Jesuit high schools 
across the nation. 74 
TABI.E 30. -.b"'iohter-Gannon comparative analysis of attitudes of f'reshmen and 
seniors toward raciaUJr integrated schools at St. Ignatius and University 
or Detroit High with national average. 
Ignatius U. of D. High National 
Sen. .Fr. sen. Fr. Sen • Fr. 
l. Approve them sz,..o 49.0 66.0 59.0 64.0 52.0 
2. Disapprove them 21.0 24.0 17.0 19.0 18.o 25.0 
3. Neutral about them 24.0 20.0 14.0 19.0 is.o 18.0 
4. Do not know 1.0 7.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 5.0 
Subsequent to the Fichter study Clweland experienced the Hough 
riots in the sunner of 1966 and Detroit the catastrophic riots of the 
sunner of 1967. 'l'he schools also had the benefit of the Fichter data which 
74 Fichter• Senct Us a. Bo_y ••• 
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indicated an unfavorable attitude from what the schools would expect of 
their students. All or these fa.otors enter into an undarsta..'lding of the 
present research findings. 
Considering the present research project a.gain we turn to the 
four-school report to the query of whether Jesuits tried to help the 
students develop a better understanding regarding people of other races 
(Table 31). t'ib:Ue eighty-two percent of the students affirmed Jesuit 
effort in this area., thirteen percent iniioated Jesuits rarely tried• and 
five percent said they :uade no effort. Thus, the Jesuit faculties did 
try' to inculcate sane positive attitudes in this area. This fitding is in 
sharp contrast to the Fichter data (Table 2?). 
TABLE Jl. -Four school comparative response to question whether Jesuit.'3 
tried to help you develop better understaming repl'ding people of other 
races. 
Ignatius U. of D. st. John's Walsh ToiUB 
1. Often 40.9 39.6 47.5 51·7 43.5 
2. Sometimes 41.5 41.9 34.3 33.7 JS.9 
3. Rarely 12.8 14.9 11.7 io.:; 12.9 
4. Nevel" 4.8 ).6 8.s 4.J 4.7 
Number 869 895 566 416 2746 
Turning to the breakdown for ea.oh of the schools (Table .'.31), tho 
statistics indicate that the Jesuits often helped the students to develop 
better :lnternacial understanding. Here the responses of the upperclassmen 
'r---------. 
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TABLE. ,'.32. --Four school comparative response by top am bottom cl.ass to 
question whether Jesuits tried to help you develop better understanding 
regarding people ot other races. 
Igna.tius U. ot D. St. John's ~13.lsh 
Sen. Fr. sen. Fr. Jun. Fr. Jun. Flt. 
1. Of ten 50.0 31.~ 49.l 35.6 58.5 J4.6 62.0 42.6 
2. Somet:irnes 39.5 J7-~ 38.l 39.8 32.a .31·5 29.2 33.9 
3. Rarely 8.7 18.S 10.2 l.6.8 .5.6 19.8 8.0 15.7 
4. Never 1.8 u.< , 2.7 7.9 3.1 14.2 0.7 7.8 
Humber 218 15< 226 191 19.5 l.62 137 ll.5 
at st. John's and especially at Walsh iznicate an even stronger support of 
this conclusion than the other two schools. Again there is a sharp contrast 
with the Fichter data indicating th&t even in a short period of two years 
student values do change. Cel"'ta.i.nly the background of race relations in 
the two cities must be considered as uppermost in evaluating the data. 
Clevelaud 1s complaisance in the face of deteriorating co.Dtiitions in its 
ghetto and the la.ck of' conmnmication between the white power structure and 
the bl.a.ck communii.."Y al'e eertai.ncy refiected in the earlier Ignatius 
statistics. Likewise, Detroit's seemingly model race relations contributed 
to a. smugnesa in awareness and ~'?!1pat.by to the actual situation, all of 
which are reflected in the University of Detroit High student attitudes. 
Perhaps t.lte foregoing expl..ai.'"lS the fact that tJ:Ja schools, in 
the estimation of the students, have now become a stronger force in 
developing positive :interracial understanding. l'hus it is obvious that the 
Jesuit faculties of' t.'lie partioipa.ting schools are not only ful.filling 
their philosopb,y of education, but they are also successful in imparting 
this to the students. Further, it is evident that the longer the students 
experience Jesuit education, the more they develop in their social attitudes. 
The difference between the Fichter data. alX1 the present data also points 
to the possibility of the Jesuits' being potent a.gents of socialization. 
I'he difference in student attitudes within a two year period argues to the 
adaptability of the Jesuit faculty. This adap1·.ab1J:lty £or socializing 
agents is important in a. period of social chant.re such as we are 
experiencing today if they are to be significantly relevant to the young 
people with whom. they are assooiated. 
To surmnarize the data of this chapter, the .follow.i.ng conclusions 
oan be stated in brief forms 
(1) Jesuits do camuunicate the social teachings of the Church in 
their religion cl.assess corresponding to the length of time the students 
experience this aspect of Jesuit education there is evidence of a develoP-
ment in their recognition of the content of these values. 
(2) Jesuits do not communicate the social teachings of' tl1e Church 
in other classes outside of relieionr thus there is no verification of the 
study1s hypothesis in this area. This finding takes on more importance in 
view of the possibilities liithin the Jesuit high school curriculum. for 
legitimate discussion of t.."le Church 1s social teachings. 
(3) :'Thile the research hypothesis is more solidly verified at the 
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two new schools than at the two established schools, it is obvious fro;!l the 
da.ta. that students do believe their Jesuit teat!h.ers ma.de an effort to 
communica.te social values. 
{4) Students report oon£llct between social values held before 
attending a Jesuit high school and those their Jesuit teachers attempted to 
conmunicate. But the data. also reveal a development in social. values 
the longer the students a:re enrolled in a Jesuit h.1.gh school. 
(5) According to the students• responses, Jesuits do not give 
emphasis to materialistic salues nor do they stress in:iividualism. more 
than social responsibility. This finding is continned. at all of the 
schools except Hal.sh. 
(6) The students feel that their Jesuit teachers do try to help 
them understand people of other religions• Again the research hypothesis 
is confirmed at all of the schools except Walsh. 
(7) Jesuits also appear to help their sttrlents to better under-
stand people of other raoes. 1'he research lzypothesis is averm1811ldngly-
verifiod at a.U of the schools. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCU3SIOlJ illID co:rCLUSICH 
Aooording to the basic eypothesis of the present study, Jesu .. 1..t 
effectiveness is related to the social attitudes of students insofar as the 
students have experienced more or less of Jesuit education. At t.his point 
in our investigation it trl.11 be helptul. to discuss the research results 
previously presented in terms of the theoretical framework of the study-
the process of secondary socie.llza tion and then to discuss sOllle of the 
i..mpllcati.ons or our findings. 
As the precedini:; chapters have indicated, Jesuits do communicate 
t'ha social teachings of the Church in t.~ir religion classes. Ms, of 
course, •s expected aJ"..d the response of the students in all four high 
sohool.s confirmed it. Moreover, the data also demonstrated that the 
sti.rlents became more aware o£ the tea.ohings the longer they were exposed 
to Jesuit education. Clea.rl,y, :tr Jesuits did not succeed in this tunda-
mental aspect or social education, t."lan the intellectual foundation upon 
which the students' social values a.re built would be la.eking and the 
consequent expectation of Jesuit influence in the area of social values 
would be minilnal. 
The second topic of :investigation concerned the degree to which 
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the social tea.chin~s of the Church i:rerc strccsccl in el.asses other than 
religion. Here little evidence of such emphasis was found in a.n,y of the 
fow."" schools studied. rt r:dght be objeoted that the Church's sooial 
teachings belong onlJr in the religion class and nowhere else. Yet sueh an 
objection would have ru.n counter to the stated educa.tio!l.!1.1 philosoph.y of tho 
Jesuit hieh schools and the documents of the recent Fathers Super-lor of the 
Cooiety of Jesus. 
I.11 general Jesui 'l. high schools stress a liberal arts curriculu:n 
based pri.marily on the study of language, literature. history and mathematics. 
E~very student, in the course of his high school eduoa.tion, w.i.11 have 
c0!1'.tpleted at least four 1.:.'r..glish language and literature courses and at laast 
three World History and American History courses. In addition, most sb.JJlents 
a:..~ reqtW."ed to take froI!l two to four yea.rG of a. foreign language and three 
years of ma.thematics. This heavy emphasis on language arts stems :rro.m a 
belief that such study is the primary ingredient in a hUllla?le education. 
Within the context or this type of curriculum background and the educational 
philosophy underpinning it, one wauld expect the research h;vpoth.esis to be 
verified. Gerta.inly by •nior year students exposed to this kind of 
curriculum, should be able to recognize social tea.oh.in.gs 1f' they had been 
presented. 
This question is significant. One of' the :most severe problems 
facing religious groups generally is the nea* compar'f71lentalization of belief 
and practice linked to a legalistic type of exclusively Sunday observance. 
With the context of such a separation, religious principles a.re not seen as 
. i 
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relevant to the ·woi"'lc-a.-day world of raoder.n man. l'he da. ta. of the present 
study demonstrate a. parallel compartmentalization in the Jesuit educators' 
approach to inculcating social values. If the social teaohings of the 
Church are confined to the religion course and are not shown to be other• 
wise relevant and hence not discussed in other classes, their influence and 
importance on the student's overall forma.tionsaeem to be minimized. Hore-
over, if' this type of influence is not provided outside of religion classes 
the rationale behind the school's purpose is seriously questionable. 
Obviously fuese questions raise issues beyond the scope of this studyJ at 
the same tiJiie, however, they do point to areas which the participating 
schools might want to investigate further. 
There is no doubt that students recognize tha. t their Jesuit 
teachers try to conununi.oate a set of Christian social values. 'Though the 
research hypothesis is not solidly verified at the two established schools, 
it is important that ninety percent or the students do recognize Jesuit 
e!fort (1£ not success) in this area. At the two new schools the research 
hypothesis is more conclusively dmonstrated and the aspect of growth in 
t.he students' social awareness is more evident. As it was indicated earlier, 
the apparent reasons for a difference between the old a.nd the new schools 
seem to be the newness of the schools, the le.ck of pa.st traditions, and 
their geographic locations. Thus when one considers the over-all effect-
iveness ot Jesuits as socializing agents, the fact tha.t there is a sub-
stantial affirmation of Jesuit effort in communicating social values 
indioa.tes both the recognition by the students of Jesuit :tnn11ence and the 
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degree of their teachers• possible effectiveness. 
lt is legitimate to ask whether or not these results compensate 
for the apparent failure to teach the Church's social doctrine in classes 
r)ther than religion. As long as the Jesuits' attempt to co:mm.tmicate social 
values is recognized, does it mai.er in which classes t.11.is takes place? One 
aould nake an argument for such compensation W3re it not for the fact an 
explicit social consciousness must pen11ea te ~ ccrriculum i.t' it is to 
oomply with the philosoplu" of 3ducation and th.13 pereeived neecU> of the 
students as these are articulated in t..'le stated objectives of the schools. 
A related and equally important question is whether the set of 
social values inculoated. in wse schools is any different from the values 
which the students held before they were exposed to Jesuit education. 
iiithin this context, we attempted to probe any possible conflicts between 
the values wh.ioh students brought with them to high school and those which 
they were taught. The data reveals that the students developed more 
sharply defined social attitudes as they progressed through their high school 
years. ~·iere their newly acquired values no different there would be little 
reason for Jesuit effort in this area. !further, the fact that the data shows 
a change 1n attitudes is another indication of Jesuits effectively functioning 
as socializing agents in the value formation of their students. 
Regarding the emphases which Jesuits place on the values they 
impart, we attempted to test the otitioism that Jesuits were excessively 
:materialistic in the attitudes they impart. T'ne data indicated that the 
students do not ma.ioo this indictment of their Jesuit teachers.. Further, 
there is evidence of a growth in appreciation of what the Jesuit teachers 
however, that attdenta do not believe Jer:uit teachers stri:-ss indivich1a.lim 
acouaed or ''dropping out' of society. this potential socinl.t.~iru.?; ability 
is iI•tportant in considering the oot11plexus ot problau :related to social 
laok of familiarity with Jeauit tradition in contrast to t1l8 other t~ 
schools where Jesuit tradition is much longer eetabliah«l. Jesuit teachers 
at :;ialsb report that in the tirst yea.re ot the school thel"e !as been a 
st.J:"Ugble in gaining acceptance by both parents and students or the ~oe1s or 
a college propa.ra tory curriculm and the consequent b&l"d WOJtk df!llllAftded • 
.::;t\¥lents often expreas the desire tor less work which they believe would 
be da:lallded o:f them at other schools in the area. Seyom this the data 
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p:rese:ntly ~va.ilabl(' do not provide any nore sur-,gestions about ,•!al.sh 's 
deviation. 
in the &gE' or •oum.enl~ it 1a important that Jesuit hi~~h school 
students be open to people of other relieions. Aoootding to the present 
data Jesuit teachers are reported to help in t.'rl.s area ancl the research 
h,.vpoth.esis is thus verified at al..1 of +.h4'! schools. Certainl.Jr if Jesuit 
stud•nts were not open to people of other rel~zions they would be poorls' 
socialised in our pluralistic society. ..oci..'11 values about the u.se of 
lt!Aterial goods and social. responsibility, based on the C'h:urcb's social 
doctrine, tmul.d also be empty and meaningless U' th07 Wl"lt not acoompan1ed 
ey a true openness and understanding of people who do not share the sa.Me 
rolizious belief. 
ii.gain, •"ialsh'• exception to tbe general pattem is not easily 
explain«! on the basis of the data at hand. As pointed out above, there 
is the possibility that the r>rasenoe or more non-Catholics at '.,'alsh than 
at the other thl"ee schools might generate inhibitions toward diaoussin~ 
inter-:f.'aith problems. Furthei-, because Walsh is so rar removed tram an 
Ul'ban omplex, the ability f~ easy excha.nge bet·ween religious groups is 
difficult aOO ahtoet prohibitive. ~7ntil \Jal.sh beCO!ltel bett.!r l<llO'Wn in the 
area., inte:r-:f'aith exohanges, which nm necessary to Ninforee tru, cln.ssrocm 
doctrinal expositions, will be more l:bd.ted than at the other three school.a. 
The irlportanoe of 1n~l understanding in 196'3 needAlsno 
justification. F'ach or the four schools is located in an area 'Whioh he.a 
l:nmm. s~rlous raoial nisunderstand~trom the utterly devastating I)ect.ro1t 
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l"iot of 1967. the Cleveland riots or 1966 and 196R, the Toledo skirmishes 
of 1967, to the Cu,yahoga Falls-Akron area divil disorders of 196R-so that 
l"acial proble.'71.s are nothing new to the stllients in these four schools. It 
is encouraging, therefore, that the datd revea.1 that the Jesuit staff has 
helped the students to better interracial understanding and that there 
is growth in this understanding throu~h the years in high school. 
In summary, then, there is only one area. of social values in 
which both the desired positive response and researctrhhypothesis were not 
evident--thc attempt to impart social values in classes other than religion. 
'fhis is an area. which, as pointed out above, deserves fu.,"':"ther investigation 
and 'Which bears very heavily on the role of Jesuits as socializing agents. 
The guiding theory in this study has been the concept of the 
~1 csuit teache1•s a.s a.gents of secoooa:ry socialization. It wa.s felt that 
the ability of teachers in high school education to perfo:m as significant 
socializing agents has been both underplayed in the literature and o.rten 
overlooked in previous sociological research. rrhis research project, then, 
focused on the Jesuits as socializing a~nts in the area of social 
attitudes. It was believed that if it could be dE,monstra.tod that the 
Jesuit teachers did affect students' beliefs on social :natters and if those 
beliefs changed or improved in the course of a student's high school 
education, the basis for Jesuit high school teachers as socializing agents 
would be made. From the data. as presented in t.his study, it is appar0:1t 
that Jesu.it teachers did :nake a significant e.ffort in the areas outlined 
and that they did have an effect on the students. The actual lived value 
I, 
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system of the high schools studied corresponds to the of'f'icially procl.ai:med 
philosopey of education as found in both Jesuit documents and in the decrees 
of Vatican II. Thus the Jesuit instructors have been taithf'ul both to 
their own tradition and to their obligation as o.f'ficial :representatives 
of the Catholic Church. 
The direction of students in terms of social attitudes was seen 
to be mere relevant in that m&lJ1' students did report a conflict between 
their value systems they held betore entering high school and those they 
encountered in their Jesuit teachers. This demonstrates not only the 
possibility but the necessity for Jesuits to function in this manner 
since it can be assumed as danonstrated that they are :taitb.tully teaching 
the Church's social doctrine. 
In conclusion, the present research demonstrates that students 
in these Jesuit schools would most like4' not fit the sketch of either 
Mary Perkins Ryan who believes that Catholic school products receive a 
siege mentality nor that of James B. Conant who believes that private 
education is divisive of the American system. According to the modern 
criteria of" preparing stu.lents for the societ.y-at-large into whtch they 
must fit, these Jesuit schools are generally doing their job. As far as 
carrying out the goals of a sectarian institution, at least in the area 
of social values, these schools can also claim success. Such success, 
even though limited, does seem to argue to the possibility of parallel 
effectiveness in other areas vital to the school's defined goals. 
The tollowing pages ot this appendix contain speoiaens 
ot the questionmt.ire adm1nistered to the high school students 
in the tour schools participating 1n the study'. 
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JESUIT EFFECTIVENESS SURVEY 
High School Students 
vrRECTIONS: Please write the appro-
priate number for your 
answer in front of the 
question number. e.g.: 
'3 92. Ceruleite is: 
j, NOTE: 
:1 
I 
1. Red 
2. Yellow 
3. Blue 
4. Orange 
Both Parts A and B begin with 
#7 for purposes of tabulation 
and analysis. 
PART A 
1 7. What Jesuit high school do you 
!- attend? 
1. St. Ignatius, Cleveland 
2. University of Detroit High 
3. St. John's, Toledo 
4. Walsh Jesuit High 
I I- s, In what 
1. 1968 
year will you graduate? 
2. 1969 
3. 1970 
4. 1971 
9. What is your over-all academic 
average? 
1. 95 or above 
2. 94-90 
3. 89-85 
4. 84-80 
5. 79-75 
6. 74- 70 
7. 69 or below 
8. Don't know 
_10. What type of elementary school-
ing did you have? 
1. All Catholic 
2. Mainly Catholic, some public 
3. Half Catholic, half public 
4. Mainly public, some Catholic 
5. All public 
6. Other 
11. What is your present religious 
preference? 
1. Catholic 
2. Protestant 
3. Orthodox 
4. Jewish 
5. Other 
12. To what race do you belong? 
1. Caucasian (white) 
2. Negro (black) 
3. Other 
13. Where do you presently live? 
1. City proper 
2. Suburb 
3. Town 
4. Rural area 
14. Which of the following best de-
scribes your father's occupation? 
(If retired or deceased, what was 
his usual occupation?) 
1. Professional 
2. Manager or proprietor of a 
business employing 25 or more 
3. Manager or proprietor of a 
business employing less than 
25 
4. Sales or clerical work 
5. Skilled craftsman or foreman 
6. Service worker for a business 
or profession 
7. Protective service: fire, 
police, security, armed servic~, 
8. Semi-skilled worker or machine 
operator 
9. Unskilled worker or common 
laborer 
10. Other; please specify: 
·k ·k •k 
Effectiveness Survey - High School Students - continued 2. 
15-16. How far did your parents go in 
their schooling? 
1. Eighth grade or less 
2. Some high school 
3. High school graduate 
4. Some education beyond high 
school 
5. College graduate 
6. Graduate or professional 
degree beyond Bachelor's 
15. How far did your father go in 
- school? 
-
16, How far did your mother go in 
school? 
17. In what religious tradition were 
your parents raised? 
1. Both Catholic 
2. Both non-Catholic 
3. Mother Catholic, father non-
Catholic 
4. Father Catholic, mother non-
Catholic 
18. What is the present religious 
preference of your parents? 
1. Both Catholics 
2. Both non-Catholics 
3. Mother Catholic, father non-
Catholic 
4. Father Catholic, mother non-
Catholic 
XOW HERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR 
qIGH SCHOOL EXPERIENCE, 
.__19. When the decision was made that 
you would come to a Jesuit high 
school, whose decision was it? 
l, Parental decision only 
2. Agreement of myself and my 
parents 
3. Mainly my own idea 
4. Other 
20-21. The following are often given as 
reasons for choosing a high 
school: 
1. School's prestige in the city 
2. Academic program 
3. Athletic reputation 
4. Friends were going there 
5. It was a family tradition 
6. It was a Catholic school 
7. It was a Jesuit school 
8. Its convenient location 
9. Other 
10. I did not concur in the 
choice 
20. Which one of the above reasons 
primarily motivated your choice? 
21. Which one of the above reasons 
secondarily motivated your choice' 
22. If you were starting over in 
high school and you had your own 
free choice, which one of the 
following would you choose? 
1. The same school 
2. Another Jesuit high school 
3. Another boys' Catholic high 
school 
4. A Catholic coed high school 
5. A private high school 
6" A public high school 
23. How would you rank the overall 
education offered to you at your 
high school so far? 
1 . Excellent 
2. Above average 
3" Average 
4. Below average 
5. Poor 
24. In what context have you experi-
enced your most personally prof-
itable contact with Jesuits? 
l, In the classroom 
2. Athletics 
3. Non-athletic extracurriculars 
4. Confessional 
5. Counseling 
6. Casual contacts 
7. Disciplinary situations 
8. Administration 
9. Other 
25. 
--
21. 
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Effectiveness Survey - High School Students - continued 3. 
In what context have you experi-
enced your least personally prof-
itable contact with Jesuits? 
1. In the classroom 
2. Athletics 
3. Non-athletic extracurriculars 
4. Confessional 
5. Counseling 
6. Casual contacts 
7. Disciplinary situations 
8. Administration 
9. Other 
Which is most interesting to you 
of the following subjects at this 
school'? 
l. Modern language 
2. Social studies, history 
3. Classical languages 
4. Religion 
5. Mathemat i.cs 
6. English 
7. Speech 
8. Science 
In which of the following subjects 
have you had the most interesting 
teachers? 
1. Modern language 
2. Social studies, history 
3. Classical languages 
4. Religion 
-'· Mathematics 
6. English 
7. Socech 
8. Science 
Has the sex education given at 
your school been appropriate to 
your needs? 
1. Very appropriate 
2. Somewhat 
3. Slightly 
4. Not at all 
Do your Jesuit instructors encour-
age you to think creatively or to 
express your own ideas on a topic? 
1. Most do 
2. Some 
3. A few 
4. One or two 
30. To what extent do the Jesuits 
help you to think for yourself? 
1. Much 
2. Some 
3. Little 
4. Not at all 
31. Do you think that the Jesuits 
are challenging you to reach 
your academic potential? 
1. Most 
2. Some 
~J. A few 
4. One or two 
5. None at all 
32. Are you active in any extracur-
ricular organizations or projects~ 
1. One activity 
2. Two or three 
~- More than three 
4. None 
33. Do you think that Jesuit moder-
ators of extracurricular activi-
ti.es promote leadership in stu-
dents as much as possible? 
34. 
l. Most do 
2. Some 
J. Few 
I; , One or two 
), Not one does 
6 . I don' t know 
Do you think the student govern-
ment has the chance to exercise 
as much responsibility as it 
should have? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. No opinion 
;esuit Effectiveness Survey - High School Students - continued 4. 
rF YOUR PRESENT RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE IS 
~OT CATHOLIC, PLEASE SKIP TO Question 49. 
3 5. 
-
What do you think of the idea of 
obligatory Mass attendance at least 
once a week in high school? 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. No opinion 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
36. Does the liturgy as practiced at 
- your high school help you better 
to understand the recent litur-
gical changes? 
1. Much 
2. Some 
3. Little 
4. Not at all 
37. Do you feel the content of your 
high school religion courses in 
terms of topics is relevant to you 
as an adolescent? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
38. How would you rate your high 
school religion classes in terms 
of the quality of the teaching? 
1. Excellent 
2. Good 
3, Fair 
4. Poor 
~39. How much attention have the teach-
ings of the Church regarding social 
responsibility received in your re-
ligion classes? 
1. Much 
2. Some 
3. Little 
4. No attention 
..__40. How much attention have the teach-
ings of the Church regarding social 
responsibility received in your 
other classes? 
1. Much 
2. Some 
3. Little 
4. No attention 
41. Do Jesuits encourage you by ex-
ample, counseling, or in any 
other way, to frequent the Sac-
raments? 
1. Frequently 
2. Occasionally 
3. Never 
42. In the last year how often have 
you received Holy Communion? 
1. Almost daily 
2. Weekly 
3. About once a month 
4. Once or twice a year 
5, Did not receive within the 
last year 
43. Have the yearly retreats been 
occasions of strong religious 
motivation? 
1. Every time 
2. Twice 
3. Once 
4. Never 
44. Do you belong to any extracur-
ricular group at school which 
focuses on religious or apos-
tolic activities? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
45-47. How do Jesuits in your school 
generally present the topics 
below to you? Please answer 
according to this scale: 
1. They encourage positive 
thinking 
2. They haven't talked about 
this subject 
3, They have been overly 
critical 
4. I have no recollection 
45. Diocesan officials 
46. Other Catholic high schools 
47. Parish life 
Effectiveness Survey - High School Students - continued 5. 
Do local pastors and religious have 
the responsibility to make known to 
their people the social teachings 
of the Church? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
qo\V SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR CONTACTS WITH 
~SUITS 
49. How many Jesuits would you say have 
taught you so far? 
1. 1-3 
2. 4-6 
3. 7-9 
4. 10-12 
5. 13-15 
6. More than 15 
50. Have you had: 
--- 1. Too many Jesuit teachers 
2. Enough Jesuit teachers 
3. Too few Jesuit teachers 
51. Up to this point has any Jesuit here 
shown a personal interest in you? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
52. Would you say that the priests, the 
scholastics, or the lay teachers at 
your high school have the best under-
standing of youth and its problems? 
1. Lay teachers 
2. Scholastics 
3. Priests 
4. Lay teachers and scholastics 
5. Lay teachers and priests 
6. Scholastics and priests 
7. All three equally 
8. No opinion 
__ 53. Do you think the Jesuits at your school 
make themselves available for personal 
counseling? 
1. All 
2. Most 
3. Some 
4. Few 
5. One or two 
6. None 
54. Is there a specific Jesuit to 
whom you would go to discuss a 
personal problem? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
55. Is the counseling in regard to 
choosing and pursuing courses in 
high school sufficient? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
56. Do you feel free to discuss non-
academic matters with Jesuits 
outside of class time? 
1. Most 
2. Some 
3. Few 
4. One or two 
5. None 
57. How would you evaluate casual 
contacts with most Jesuits at 
your high school, e.g., passing 
them in the corridor, meeting 
them outside of the school? 
1. They are friendly and easy 
to meet 
2. They are unfriendly 
3. They are unaware of people 
around them 
58. Do you think that the lay fac-
ulty and the Jesuits share the 
same goals for their students? 
1. There is thorough agreement 
2. For the most part 
3. Only in a few matters 
4. No agreement 
5. Don't know 
59. Do you think a Jesuit in a class 
other than religion has a unique 
contribution to make, that is, 
is he any different from a lay-
man in that class? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
If he is different, please ex-
plain: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~Effectiveness Survey - High School Students - continued 
60. Do you feel that a brief prayer be- 65. Do Jesuits show favoritism 
6. 
J 
/"' fore class is a desirable religious toward some students? 
practice? 1. Much 
1. Yes 2. Some 
2. No 3. Little 
61. Do Jesuits begin class with a 
,,.,...... prayer? 
1. All 
2. Many 
3. Some 
4. Few 
5. One or two 
6. None at all 
62. Do you feel your Jesuit teachers 
-- are competent in their assigned 
teaching jobs (outside of re-
ligion courses, which you have 
been asked about above)? 
63. 
_64. 
1. All 
2. Most 
3. Some 
4. Few 
5. One or two 
6. None at all 
How often are most Jesuits pre-
pared for class? 
1. Always 
2. Usually 
3. Sometimes 
4. Rarely 
5. Never 
How many Jesuits allow you to 
disagree with them in class? 
1. Almost all 
2. Most 
3. Some 
4. Few 
5 .. One or two 
6. None at all 
4. None at all 
66. Do you think you have ever been 
treated unfairly by a Jesuit at 
your school? 
1. By three or more 
2. By two 
3. By one 
4. By none 
Effectiveness Survey - High School Students - continued 7. 
lf yOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE IS NOT CATHOLIC, 
pLEASE SKIP TO Question 13. 
-
-
7. Has any Jesuit in your high school 
ever suggested that you consider 
a religious or priestly vocation? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
8. Have you ever considered becoming 
a Jesuit priest? 
9. 
1. Never thought of it 
2. I considered it, but not 
seriously 
3. I considered it seriously 
4. I am still thinking seriously 
of it 
Have you ever considered becoming 
a Jesuit brother? 
1. Never thought of it 
2. I considered it' but not 
seriously 
3. I considered it seriously 
4. I am still thinking seriously 
of it 
10. Are you aware that some Jesuits 
at your school are Brothers? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
~11. How much contact have you had 
with Jesuit brothers? 
1. Much 
2. Some 
3. Little 
4. No contact 
__ 12. Do the Jesuits you know at this 
school appear to be spiritual 
men? 
1. Almost all 
2. Most 
3. Some 
4. Few 
5. One or two 
6. None 
.. k "';'r ~·( 
13. Do you get the impression that 
the Jesuits in your school are 
happy in their life? 
1. Almost all 
2. Most 
3. Some 
4. Few 
5. One or two 
6. None 
14. Do you find that Jesuits are 
critical about the administra-
tion's policies in your school? 
15. 
16. 
1. Almost all 
2. Most 
3. Some 
4. Few 
5. One or two 
6. None 
Do you find most Jesuits to be 
neat in appearance? 
1. Always 
2. Usually 
3. Sometimes 
4. Rarely 
5. Never 
Some have said that Jesuits eat 
and drink too well. Others dis-
agree. Do you think that this 
is so at your high school? 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. No opinion 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
17. Have you been scandalized by any 
Jesuit's behavior? 
1. Frequently 
2. Once or twice 
3. On several occasions 
4. No 
~t Effectiveness Survey - High School 
$RE ARE A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT DISCI-
rilNE AND LEISURE TIME. 
is. At your high school, do you think 
,,,,- there should be: 
1. More discipline 
2. Less discipline 
3. About the same amount of dis-
cipline 
19. Do you think that most Jesuits 
,..- are willing to give reasons for 
any school rules or regulations? 
L Yes 
2, No 
20. In their dealings 
__. many Jesuits show 
as a person? 
1. Almost all 
2. Most 
3. Some 
4. Few 
5. One or two 
6. None 
with you, how 
respect for you 
21. If you have had business with the 
principal, do you feel he respected 
you as a person? 
1. Always 
2. Usually 
3. Sometimes 
4. Rarely 
5. Never 
6. No personal contact with him 
~22. If you have had business with the 
assistant principal, do you feel 
that he respected you as a person? 
1. Always 
2. Usually 
3. Sometimes 
4. Rarely 
5. Never 
6. No personal contact with him 
Students - continued 8. 
23. During this calendar year~ how 
often have you seen other boys 
in your class use crib notes, 
copy or help someone else out 
during an exam or test? 
1. Almost every time 
2. Often 
3. More than once or twice 
4. Once or twice 
5. Never 
24. To what extent do you think 
there is a "drinking problem" 
among the boys of your own 
age at this school? 
1. Fairly widespread 
2. A problem with many 
3. A problem with some 
4. Not much of a problem 
5. No problem at all here 
25. During this calendar year, how 
often have you seen any of your 
classmates reading obviously 
"sexy" or "girlie" magazines? 
1. Often 
2. Several times 
3. Once or twice 
4. Never 
26. Have Jesuits helped you to use 
your leisure time (not time re-
quired for studying) profitably 
rather than wastefully? 
1. Much 
2. Some 
3. Little 
4. Not at all 
NOW WE WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME 
QUESTIONS ABOUT SOCIAL VALUES AND 
ATTITUDES. 
27. Do you feel that the Jesuits 
try to communicate to you a 
set of Christian social values? 
1. Much 
2. Some 
3. Little 
4. Not at all 
r.:t Effectiveness Survey - High School Students - continued 9. 
1 zs. If the Jesuits have made an effort 
to communicate these social values 
to you, were these values in con-
flict with those you brought with 
you to high school? 
1. Much 
2. Some 
3. Little 
4. Not at all 
5. Jesuits made no effort 
29. Some have said that Jesuits in 
.-- high schools emphasize too much 
the goal of material success. 
Others disagree. How do you feel 
about this? 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. No opinion 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
30. Do you know of any teachers or 
students here who are active in 
apostolic work of a social nature? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
31. Have you been invited to assist 
in some kind of community or so-
cial action work by any Jesuit 
in high school? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
~32. In the course of a conversation 
have you ever risked your repu-
tation or popularity by defend-
ing a member of a minority group? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
_33. Some people believe that tradi-
tional Jesuit education has been 
very individualistic in its ori-
entation, i.e., it has not em-
phasized social responsibility. 
Others disagree. How do you feel 
about this? 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. No opinion 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
34. Do you have any personal friend 
who is a Negro? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Does not apply, I am a 
Negro 
35. Do you have a personal friend 
who belongs to a Christian de-
nomination other than Catholic? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Does not apply, I am a non-
Catholic Christian 
36. Do you have a personal friend 
who is a Jew? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Does not apply, I am a Jew 
37. How many of the Jesuits you know 
have shown interest in the social 
and political problems of the day? 
1. Most 
2. Some 
3. Few 
4. One or two 
5. None at all 
38. Has any Jesuit at your school 
promoted your interest in local 
government? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
39. Do you think that you, as a 
citizen, will be able to in-
fluence the policies of the 
federal government? 
1. Much 
2. Some 
3. Little 
4. Not at all 
~Effectiveness Survey - High School Students - continued 10. 
Here are some statements which 
some people make. What do you 
think of them? Please respond 
according to the following scale: 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. No opinion 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
40. The best way to handle people is 
.-- to tell them what they want to 
hear. 
41. 
---
42. 
-
People who get ahead in this 
world usually have to do some-
thing dishonest. 
It's better to ignore present 
day evils than to go out on a 
limb to fight them. 
43. Nowadays you have to look out 
for yourself first, rather than 
worry about others. 
!HE FOLLOWING SECTION IS CONCERNED WITH 
CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROBLEMS. 
+4-55. Here are more statements which 
people make. What do you think 
of them? Please respond accord-
ing to the following scale: 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. No opd.nion 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
~44. Each country should be willing 
to give up some of its power so 
that the United Nations could 
do a better job. 
-...45. The United States should help the 
poorer nations develop economically. 
_46. The classification of "conscientious 
objector" should be continued in our 
present draft laws. 
4 7. If a man is willing to work, it 
is now possible for any healthy 
American man to earn a living 
wage. 
48. Under certain circumstances, the 
federal government does have a 
moral responsibility for health 
care. 
49. Dissenters are given too much 
freedom to express their views 
in this country. 
50. Books written by Communists should 
not be permitted in public librar-
ies. 
51. White people have a moral right 
to live in an all-white neighbor-
hood if they want to, and Negroes 
should respect that right. 
52. Negroes would be satisfied, if it 
were not for a few people who 
stir up tr01.ible. 
53. Jews have too much power in the 
United States. 
54. Under some circumstances, work~ 
ing men have a duty to join a 
union. 
55. The power of labor unions today 
is too great, a threat to our 
country 0 s welfare. 
56. Do you think Jesuits foster anti-
Semitic feelings in your school? 
1. Most 
2. Some 
3. Few 
4. One or two 
5. None at all 
Effectiveness Survey - High School Students - continued 11. 
58. 
Have Jesuits tried to help you de-
velop better understanding regard-
ing people of other religions? 
1. Often 
2. Sometimes 
3. Rarely 
4. Never 
5. Does not apply, I am not a 
Catholic 
Have Jesuits tried to help you 
develop better understanding re-
garding people of other races? 
1. Often 
2. Sometimes 
3. Rarely 
4. Never 
59. Do you think the Jesuits should 
..- be more active in working di-
rectly with the poor? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3 . Don' t know 
j_60. 
I 
How would you react if the Jesuits 
would decide to assign fewer men 
to their high schools in order to 
do other work? I 
' 
1. Very favorably 
2. Favorably 
3. Neutral 
4. Unfavorably 
5. Very unfavorably 
Thank you. 
61. What one apostolic work, in your 
estimation should the Jesuits 
drop which they are presently 
engaged in? (Apostolic works in 
which at least one area Jesuit 
is engaged: universities; high 
schools; parishes; retreat houses; 
missions in India, Nepal, and 
South America; office for Apos-
tleship of Prayer; hospital chap-
lains; teaching in non-Jesuit uni-
versities, writing for publication, 
promotion of audio-visual media.) 
Please explain. 
62. What one apostolic work, in your 
estimation, should the Jesuits un-
dertake which they are not presently 
engaged in? Please explain. 
63. Comment, if you wish, on any matter 
that you think should have been in-
cluded or expanded in the question-
naire. 
r 
APPirlDIX II 
IBs.rRUCTIC&S FOR TEACHERS 
The tollow1ng pages ot th1ll appendix contain a apeobt.en 
of the inatruotiona given to the teachen '1ho prootoired the 
atmenta answering the queatiorma1re ued 1n tbU ruearob 
project. 
JESUIT RESEARCH - DETROIT PROVINCE 
Jesuit Effectiveness Survey, 1967-68 
Dear Teacher: 
Thank you for allowing us to use some of your class time for the portion 
of the Jesuit Effectiveness Survey which is directed to high school students. 
May we ask your cooperation now in helping to convince your students of the 
importance of what they are being asked to do during this period. To help 
everyone understand fairly well what this is about, please read the following 
paragraphs to your students: 
During this period we are asking your cooperation in a very im-
portant project undertaken by the Jesuits of the Detroit Province. 
We would appreciate your responding as carefully as you can to the 
questionnaire you are about to receive. It is in no sense a test or 
examination that will affect your standing in this school. In fact, 
we do not want you to put your name on this questionnaire. We want 
you to feel as free as possible to give candid answers according to 
the way you see things. 
The subject of this questionnaire is Jesuit effectiveness. You 
will be asked to give your impressions of the Jesuits you have known 
so far. Many questions will concern your attitudes and opinions on 
various subjects that are of importance to us. Even the relatively 
few questions about your parents are intended to help us interpret 
your answers to other questions. Every question that you will read 
has been carefully written and revised with the help of many people, 
including some high school students like yourselves. We sincerely 
hope that you will take this task seriously, even if you should come 
to some questions whose usefulness you don't understand. If you do 
not take it seriously, we would all be wasting our time. If you do. 
give us your honest answers, then you will be greatly helping the 
Jesuits of the Detroit Province to make some important decisions in 
the future. 
Now the teacher will distribute the questionnaires to you. Al-
most all questions have multiple choice answers. Most of you will 
be able to complete these in 20-25 minutes. If necessary, more time 
will be given.· If you are a freshman or have just transferred to 
this school this year, you may skip certain numbers which the teacher 
will write on the board, unless you feel that you are sufficiently 
acquainted with the Jesuits at this school to answer them. Thank you 
again for your help. 
To the teacher: Please distribute the questionnaires now. You might suggest 
that those who finish early simply take out a book to read until all until all 
have finished. Please collect the completed questionnaires all at once in 
such a way that no one feels that the anonymity of his answers is being threat-
ened. The following page contains some answers to questions that might be 
asked about interpretation. Thank you. 
,:!!suit Effectiveness Survey, 1967-68 Page 
Questions that may be skipped by freshmen and students who have trans-
f~rred from another school this year: 
Part A, #'s 24-34, 43-47, 52-54, 58-59, 62-64. 
Part B, #'s 14-17, 19-20, 23-29, 33, 37-39, 56-59. 
Here are some interpretations which students may ask for: 
P&rt A. 
#10. A private, non-Catholic elementary school would be classified 
as "Other." 
1fo' s 11, 18. "Religious preference" is a standard way of asking this 
question. It prescinds from the question of whether a Protestant 
is a member of a particular congregation or whether a Catholic is 
in good standing or practices his faith. 
1F13. "City proper" means the central city in a standard metropolitan 
area of 50,000 population or more; e.g., Detroit, Cleveland, 
Toledo, Akron. 
"Town" is separate from such a metropolitan area. 
1F14. The first answer that applies should be used; e.g., a "sales 
manager" is classified as "manager." 
Pl:lrt B. 
"Manager" includes all forms of supervision above foreman. 
"Service worker" includes such occupations as "TV repairman," 
"IBM programmer, etc. 
In case of doubt, answer "Other" and specify. 
1F17. "Scandalized" means being a witness to words or conduct which you 
feel to have been morally wrong or contrary to an article of 
Catholic faith. 
#24. "Drinking problem" means excessive drinking or in forbidden places 
or circumstances. It does not refer to drinking alcoholic beverages 
in moderation at home or in the company of responsible adults. 
1fo30. "Apostolic work of a social nature" means being a witness of Christ 
through service to others. It does not include the promotion of 
private devotions. 
1foS6. "Anti-Semitic" means against Jews. 
Thanks again. God bless you. 
Province Coordinator 
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